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The purpose of this project was to explore existing standard
operating procedures of athletic leagues from around the State of
Washington and to develop a Standard Operating Procedures Manual for use
by the South Central "A" League of District IV of the Washington
Interscholastic Activities Association.

The results showed that although

all leagues are required to have such a manual, the governing body of high
school athletics, Washington Interscholastic Activities Association
(W.I.A.A.), recommended that only five league handbooks be used as models
toward the development of this project.
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Chapter
Background

of

1
the

Project

Introduction
Schools in the state of Washington have the opportunity to become
members of the Washington Interscholastic Athletic Association
(W.I.A.A.). The W.I.A.A. establishes rules and guidelines for all member
schools. Every League in the state of Washington operates by a set of rules
and guidelines known as Standard Operation Procedures (S.0.P). These
S.O.P's serve as laws by which all member schools operate under. This is
to help assure continuity and fair play between schools.

Some leagues are very detailed while others have very little
structure to amount of detail the S.0.P's will contain. Triple "A" schools,
which are schools with a student population of over 1000 in grades tenth
though twelfth, seem to have the most complex and lengthy set of S.O.P's.
The larger the schools, the more activities each individual school is
involved in, which means the league has more activities to monitor. The
other factor in the detail devoted to this document is the importance the
member schools put on consistency in league policies. It is the belief of
this writer (Allan A. Schele) that regardless of the size of the schools or
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league, the more detailed and thorough the S.O.P is, the more efficient the
league will operate.
All sets of S.O.P.'s contain such things as name of the league, list of
member schools, and other general business items needed to conduct
meetings. Some will go into great detail regarding playoffs and other
special situations that might arise.
The contents of the S.0.P. Manual has a great deal to do with how the
administrators within the league use and feel about the manual. If it is a
functional, useful document, the manual will be looked upon with respect.
If it contains useless information and is never used for guidance, it is of
no use to the member schools or to facilitate league business.
It is the belief of this writer, that the S.0.P. Manual should be more
than a set of rules, it should be a handbook that will encompass all that is
essential to the total operation of an athletic program as far as it relates
to the league and State procedures. In short it needs to become a written
representation of the league and an extension of each individual school. To
accomplish this goal, the manual must not only deal with such things as
by-laws and regulations for each sport but, also contain items that will
be useful to each administrator on a regular basis. Location of facilities,
visitor sections, names of important people to contact for assistance, and
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information from the State of everyday operation are a few topics that
should be included in this document.

Purpose
The purpose of this project was to explore existing standard
operating procedures of athletic leagues from around the State of
Washington.

It was the intention of this researcher to provide results,

conclusions and recommendations in the development of a Standard
Operating Procedures Manual.

Definition

of

Terms

Standard Operating Procedures (S.O.P .). A set of rules, regulations,
and by-laws by which an organization will operate.
South Central League. A group of nine schools whose enrollment is
between one hundred and fifty (150) to four hundred (400) in grades ten
through twelve, who have joined together for interscholastic competition.
W.I.A.A..

The Washington Interscholastic Athletics Association,

which is the governing body for athletic competition among member
schools for the State of Washington.
League.

A group of schools of similar size within a geographical
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region which have joined together for interscholastic competition.
Athletic Directors.

A school principal or his/her designee whose

chief responsibility is to administer the athletic program of the
individual school district.

Limitation

of

the

Project

The project was confined to five leagues in the State of Washington;
Northwest "AA", Western Conference "AA"; Narrows "AAA"; Frontier "AA"
and the Valley "A".

All leagues were members of the W.I.A.A.

The project

was implemented with the development and adoption of the South Central
League Standard Operating Procedures Manual.
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Chapter
Review

of

2

Related

Literature

Introduction
The review of literature and research summarized on the following
pages has been organized to address:
1.

The root of co-curricular leagues.

2.

The history of South Central League Standard Operating
Procedures.

3.

The research of Standard Operating Procedure documents from
various athletic leagues.

4. Summary.
An ERIC Search was done using the key words; school, athletics,
standard, operating, and procedures.

No documents were found during the

search under those key word listings.

A second ERIC Search was done

using the key words; athletics and procedures.
of one hundred and eighteen documents.

This search produced a list

After review it was found that

none of the listed documents pertained to standard operating procedures.
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The

Root

of Co-Curricular Leagues

The Washington Interscholastic Activities Association planned,
supervised and administered the interscholastic activities as approved
and delegated by the districts' Board of Directors within the state. Under
Article 5, of the W.I.A.A. Handbook (1992), which establish Activity
Districts, each representing a geographical area of the state.

Section

5.12, which states "All member public school districts and member nonpublic schools shall be designated as school districts. All school districts
shall be members of and subject to the rules and regulations of the
Activity District in which they are located"; and section 5.12.1, "The
member schools of the W.I.A.A. have the authority to form leagues for
activity competition." Article 5 of the W.I.A.A. Handbook is the base of
authority to form the league which makes it necessary to develop
Standard Operating Procedures to allow the league to function in a orderly
manner.

The History of South Central League
Standard

Operating

Procedures

Through the governing rules of the Washington Interscholastic
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Activities Association, it is necessary to review league affiliations every
two years.

This need is caused by reporting enrollment of member schools

every two years.

This causes some fluctuating of member schools within

a given league; not usually to a great extent but does effect the dynamics
of each individual league.
Until the 1990-91 school year, all the "A" schools along the Pacific
coast of Washington and inland to the Cascade mountain range, were part
of the same league. This geographic area ran from Forks in the north to
White Pass to the east and White Salmon to the south. Those sixteen
schools formed what was known as the Southwest Washington "A" League
with two divisions known as the West Cowlitz, which were the seven
northern most schools of the league and the southern most schools were
known as the Trico League. The Southwest Washington "A" League operated
under a set of S.O.P .'s that were revised in 1988.
In 1980 Trico and West Cowlitz Leagues chose to combine to form
what was to be called Southwest Washington "A" League.

This league was

consisted of two divisions, which were represented by the existing two
leagues; Trico and West Cowlitz.
As stated in the revised Southwest Washington "A" League S.O.P.'s,
the objective was to regulate and further the interscholastic relations of
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its member schools, each with the others, and to at all times seek to
better the athletic, social, and academic opportunities of the membership.
In reviewing the Revised (1988) Southwest Washington "A" and
Revised (1976) Trico League S.0.P.'s; it is apparent that the new
Southwest Washington "A" League chose to adopt the Trico League model
of Standard Operating Procedures due to the similarities and identical
wording within the two documents.
Also, it was obvious in the review that from the Trico S.O.P.'s (1988)
the only changes had been in the area of adding regulations for additional
activities within the league (i.e., music, tennis, cross-country, and
softball).

The

Research

of Standard Operating

Procedure Documents

This project was started by contacting the W.I.A.A. and gathering
information on which leagues have the best examples of league S.O.P.
Manuals. It was learned that many leagues operated with a very loose or
unorganized manual. The W.I.A.A. provided a list of leagues that had the
best in their opinion. The Western Conference "AA", Narrows League "AAA",
Northwest "AA" League, Valley "A" League and the Frontier "AA" League
provided copies of their S.O.P .'s, but each was very similar in many ways
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while being quite different in other aspects. Only one, Valley "A" League
referred to the document as operating procedures. Narrows "AA" League
and Northwest "AA" League called it rules and regulations, while the
Western Conference League referred to it as Constitution and Season
Guidelines. All leagues contained by-laws for the leagues to follow. The
by-laws consisted of statements considering membership, voting,
schedules, play-offs and protests. Some were very short and to the point
while others have gone into great detail.
The Valley "A" League took about ten pages to cover their general
S.O.P.'s. Each topic is covered by a very brief statement, that was very
direct and to the point. The most detail was devoted to play-offs and tie
breakers. This procedure took three of the first ten pages. It continued to
describe the S.O.P.'s for each individual sport. The play-offs/tie breakers
were referred to again in each sport description. The last page lists the
school mascot and colors. Upon studying this document, it was obvious
that these member schools feel very strongly about the play-off situation.
This was the area most clearly defined. Of all the procedures, the playoffs were the most understandable to lay person.
In contrast, the Frontier League was able to fully explain their
general S.O.P's in three pages. Tie breaker procedure was described in five
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sentences. It simply stated that "... ties are broken on "head to head"
results during the regulation season. If this does not break the tie, there
will be a playoff game".

The different may be explained by 1) the league

does not have many ties, or 2) members of the league were not as
concerned about play-off allocations, or 3) the geographic make-up of the
league lends itself to extra games at the end of the season before district
play needs to begin. this author believes that the geographic make-up was
the over riding fact. The Frontier League listed the athletic directors and
the school phone number. Most of the sports regulations are covered in one
page for each sport. It was the only manual that discussed on which side
of the football field the down markers would be located.
The Northwest "AA" League manual was very similar to the Frontier
League. It was precise and to the point. The manual contained several
items not included in the fore-mentioned. League schedules and list of all
coaches per school were a part of the manual. It was the belief of this
author that schedules should not be apart due to the fact that schedules
completely change each year . The other drawback was the print had been
reduced to where it was not easy to read.
At the other end of the spectrum was the Western Conference "AA"
League. It was by far the largest document of the ones reviewed. It went
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into great detail on almost every topic. The Western Conference League
was the only one that contained a league ejection policy or policy that
covered emergency cancellation of an athletic event. That document
seemed to be wordy and as a result, became hard to follow. It was
repetitious and listed unnecessary items, such as, length of quarters in
both football and basketball, limitation of matches or quarters. Those
items were unnecessary due to the fact that those regulations were under
the direct control of the W.I.A.A. office and could not be changed by any
individual league.
The manual that was the most useful of those reviewed was the
Narrows League.

It not only contained all the important factors that were

contained in the others and written in a away that was understandable, it
also included such things as a code of ethics and directions to each high
school. The spacing and print was clear and readable. This appeared to be
the most usable document reviewed.
Research of the data lead to the conclusion that although standard
operating procedures were needed to meet the internal needs of each
league, how well done the document was had no effect on its external
needs.

In other words, many leagues did not have a document that was

clear and precise, but all leagues were still recognized by the W.I.A.A. and
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all leagues were represented in each District and/or State competition.
The effectiveness of the S.O.P. document was more of an internal problem
solver and relationship stabilizer.

Summary
The research literature discussed in Chapter Two supported the
following:
1.

Standard Operating Procedures were developed as a necessity
to meet requirements of the W.I.A.A.

2.

The experiment of combining two distinct leagues of a large
geographic area, to form one league, would not withstand
the dynamics of the individual divisions.

3. The research on S.0.P. Documents showed all contained by-laws
and regulations for each sport.
4.

The research indicated that a balance between precise
and having a document that was usable was necessary for the
success of the document, but not of a given league on a District
or State level.

5.

Standard Operating Procedures, which differed in design, all
served as a guideline and stabilizer of each league.
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Chapter 3
Methods and

Procedures

The purpose of this project was to explore existing standard
operating procedures of athletic leagues from around the State of
Washington.

It was the intention of this researcher to provide results,

conclusions and recommendations in the development of a Standard
Operating Procedures Manual.
Chapter Three contains background information describing:
1. Need of the project.
2.

Development of support for the project.

3.

Treatment of data.

4.

Planned implementation of the project.

Need for the

Project

Throughout the 1989-90 school year, several events happened to
•

create friction between the two divisions. Some were of external causes,
one which was the Washington Interscholastic Activities Association
mandating that Washougal, which was dropping into the "A" classification,
be admitted to the Southwest Washington League or be given a play-off
berth allocated to Southwest Washington League, while others were
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internal. These differences were mainly a change in philosophy or attitude
towards league decisions. A reason for this change could be related to the
number of changes in athletic administrators in a number of the member
schools. Until this time, many of the people involved had been together for
a number of years. With new administrators and not knowing each other
well, mistrust and divided interests surfaced.
During the spring of 1990 both Ocosta and Elma High School asked to
become members of the West Cowlitz division of the Southwest
Washington "A" League. This, which at the time seemed

insignificant, lead

to the forming of what is now known as the South Central "A" League.
Throughout the school year of 1990-91 problems between the two
divisions continued to grow.
At this time, the nine schools who had been members of the West
Cowlitz league; Forks, Ocosta, Montesano, Elma, Rochester, Tenino, Toledo,
Onalaska, and White Pass, petitioned the Washington Interscholastic
Activities Association to form a league independent of other "A" schools
in District IV. Thus the South Central "A" League was formed. The South
Central "A" League has been operating under the S.0.P.'s from the now
defunct Southwest Washington "A" League since that time.
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)

Development

of

Support

for

the

Project

The development of support for this project was done through
research of current Standard Operating Procedures of leagues throughout
the State of Washington.

The history of the development of the South

Central League was done by review of monthly minutes of the Far West
League and personal accounts of league happenings.

Treatment

of

Data

The results and conclusions of this project stem from an analysis of
the literature reviewed, observations of league procedures, personal
discussions with colleagues and State officials.

At the conclusion of the

project all data was formatted into a final working manual.

Planned

Implementation

of

the

Project

The purpose to produce a new manual was three fold. One was the
need of this new league to form their own identity. Schools and leagues,
like other organizations, needed to establish some sort of binding, a
belonging to, knowing that a group that had chosen to be together, would
work towards the benefit of the group. Having a document as a base, one
which defined the rules that the members had written themselves, helped
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secure stability. Secondly, it allowed the league to continue to add more
activities such as tennis and golf without confusion. Also, individual
schools within the league were adding athletic activities, such as Forks
adding baseball and softball. The league over the past year had dealt with
the newly added league sports and the problems, such as Forks having
baseball and softball, by making decisions during meetings about
situations that had not been thought of at the beginning of the season. This
manual would not address all the unforeseen situations but, would reduce
the possibility of a problem. Finally, revising the manual would provide
the opportunity to expand the manual to fit the total needs of the schools
within the league. It would provide each of athletic directors a handbook,
to hopefully make their jobs easier.

Summary
It was the intent of this project to develop an understanding of and
create a complete, usable Standard Operating Procedures Manual. The lack
of quality manuals lead to some confusion in the attempt to create a
usable manual.

The insights developed during the project would lead to a

useful document within the South Central "A" League.
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Chapter
Results

of

the

4
Project

The following is a cumulation of analyzing the best features of the
literature reviewed.

These features were then compiled into the project

proceeding.
A brief discussion of the important implications follows.
1. It was observed that the project needed to contain by-laws.
by-laws are the cornerstone of the league actions.

The

These by-laws

spell out the do's and don'ts for each school to operate within the
group.

)
2.

A review of the literature indicated that the project needed to outline
regulations and rules regarding individual sports activities.
line to help insure consistency throughout the league.

A guide-

Each league

contest, where ever it is held, would operate under the same
conditions.
3. It was observed that the project needed to contain information
necessary for handling day-to-day operations of the league administrators and coaches.

Fax numbers, location of facilities, and present

coaching staff were several essential items.

SOUTH CENTRAL ''A''
LEAGUE

BY-LAWS/REGULATIONS/FORMS

ELMA

FORKS

MONTESANO

OCOSTA

ONALASKA

ROCHESTER

TENINO

TOLEDO

WHITE PASS

Athletic
',
J

School/A.D.

Directors Addresses

ADDRESS

Elma High School
Steve Brlgde

30 Elma-Monte Rd.
Elma, WA 98541

Forks High School
Al Schele

501 S. 1 St.
Forks, WA 98331

PHONE

206-586-222

206-374-6116

FAX

F-206-482-2092

F-206-374-6990

Montesano High School 418 Spruce St. E.
206-249-4041
Terry Broco
Montesano, WA 98563

F-206-249-3391

Ocosta High School
Jack Clark

HCR 76 2422 S.
Ocosta, WA

F-N/A

Onalaska High School
Ed Simons

540 Carlisle Ave.
Onalaska, WA 98570

2 O6 - 2 6 8 - 9 1 2 3

206-978-4113

)~ochester High School 19800 Carper Rd.
206-273-5534
Jack Carter
Rochester, WA 98579

F-206-978-5514

F-206-273-5547

Tenino High School
Jerry Srlegel

P.O. Box Z
Tenino, WA 98589

206-264-2230

F-206-264-5267

Todelo High School
Bruce Taylor

P.O. box 469
Toledo, WA 98591

206-864-2391

F-206-864-6326

White Pass High School516 Silverbrook Rd. 2 O 6 - 4 9 7 -5 81 6
Mike Elliott
White Pass, WA 98377

F-206-497-2560
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ARTICLE I
SECTION 1: Object

The name of this organization shall be the SOUTH CENTRAL LEAGUE,
heretofore known as SCL.

The objective of this organization shall be to regulate the interscholastic
relations of its member schools, each with the other; and to at all times,
seek to better the athletic, social, and academic opportunities of the
membership.

ARTICLE II
SECTION 1: Membership

Membership in this league shall consist of "A" classification high schools
listed in Section 2 of this document. Each member school shall be
accessed league dues which shall be due by November 1st of each year.
Each member school will be allowed voting privileges in all matters
related to issues that pertain to all league issues.

SECTION 2:

Schools

The schools holding membership in the South Central League are as
follows:
FORf<S SPARTANS

TENINO BEAVERS

MONTESANO BULLDOGS

TOLEDO INDIANS
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OCOSTA WILDCATS

WHITE PASS PANTHERS

ROCHESTER WARRIORS

ONALASKA LOGGERS

ELMA EAGLES

SECTION 3: Power

The legislative power of the SCL shall be vested in a board of
representatives comprised of member school principals or their appointed
athletic

directors.

SECTION 4: Duties

Duties of the board of representatives:

1. Shall be in charge of funds and all business of the SCL.

2. Shall approve the budget and dues of the SCL.

3. Shall be the first step in all protests concerning
league matters.

SECTION 5: REQUIREMENTS

All member schools shall also be members of and subject to the rule\
regulations of Southwest Washington District No. 4 and the Washington
Interscholastic Athletic Association.
2

SECTION 6: FUTURE MEMBERS

In the future, schools within W .I.A.A. which do not have appropriate
competition available to them, may petition the SCL for membership.
Schools are voted into membership in the SCL by two-thirds (2/3) vote of
existing member schools or by action of the W.I.A.A. which may place them
in the SCL.

SECTION 7: ELIGIBILITY

By agreement of the league, exchanging of eligibility lists has been
waived by the provisions of Article 21, Section 22.16 of the W.I.A.A.
Handbook.

Each school is responsible for setting up their own eligibility

requirements if different from W.I.A.A.

SECTION 8:

W.I.A.A.

W.I.A.A. rules and regulations will be adhered to, except where further
limitations are specified in this handbook.

Principals, athletic directors,

and coaches are to be aware of W.I.A.A. rules.
SECTION 9: TOWELS

Visiting schools are to provide their own towels
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SECTION

1 O:

Cheerleaders

Cheer and song leaders will be admitted to league contest in which their
school is participating, if they are in their official uniform.

The SCL does not support the teaching or condone the use of stunts that
require advance gymnastic skills or present pyramid building that is more
than one high (one participant standing or sitting on the shoulders or
another) or stunts in which there is exposure to back injury, i.e.: bridges,
standing on backs or riding are likewise discouraged.

SECTION

11:

Officials

The selection of officials for league sponsored contests shall be the
responsibility of the officials association that is appointed by the home
school.

W.I.A.A. sanctioned officials shall be used for all varsity and

junior varsity contests.

When possible, four (4) officials will be used for

varsity football games.

SECTION 12:

Medical Emergency

The varsity school(s) coach(es) will have available and will authorize
clearance for treatment in the event of a medical emergency.

SECTION 13:

Tie-breakers
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Tournament Representation - Tie breaker methods will be decided upon the
following

criteria:

A.

Seeding - When two (2) or more teams are tied and

B.

Berths - When two (2) teams are tied with fewer positions
available than teams eligible for tournament play, then the
following procedure will be utilized:

1.

The team with the best record in head to
head competition will be given the first
berths, etc ..

2.

If the head to head competition is equal,
the teams involved will play off on a
neutral site.

3.

The teams involved may mutual!y agree to
flip a coin with the loser out.

C. Basketball/Volleyball Berths - When three (3)
or more teams are tied with one (1) position
available;
1.

A coin flip will be done by league
president or neutral person for play off
games at neutral site.

2.

Winner of flip has first bye.

3.

Loser of first game is out.
5

Winner and

bye play for berth.

D. Basketball/Volleyball Berths - Three (3) teams for two (2)
positions;
1.

The president will conduct a three (3) way
coin flip and decide the playing site. The
odd man in the coin flip sets out and the
other two (2) teams play the first night.
The winner goes to the tournament. The loser
plays the remaining team the next night with
the winning team going to the tournament.

E Basketball/Volleyball Berths - Four (4) teams for three (3)
positions;
1.

The president will flip a coin to establish
which teams will play each other and will
establish the sites.
play.

All four teams will

The two (2) winners will go to the

tournament as number 3 and 4 ( to be
determined by a coin flip).

The losers

will play the next night and the winner
will go to the tournament as the 5th
representative.

F. Basketball/Volleyball Berths - Five (5) teams
for four (4) positions;
1.

The president will flip a coin and will
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establish the playing sites. A flip will
be held with one team "odd man out". That
team will be designated number two (2).
Then the four (4) teams for three (3)
position format (as outlined in "B") will
be used to complete the placement.

G Football Berths - In the event there are three

(3) teams tied for

the league championship, the representative to the "State Play offs" will be determined by the following rules and variations of
the Kansas Plan:
1.

As Early as possible prior to the play-off,
representatives of each of the schools
involved will draw for the position of A, B
or C. (Also D in the event there is a
four way tie.)

2.

Pairings will be A vs B, A vs C, and B vs
C, ( in case of four: A vs 8, C vs D, A vs
C, 8 vs D, A vs D, 8 vs C.)

3.

The play-off will be double elimination and
the first team with two losses is out.

4.

Each game (A vs B) will consist of one
possession for each team, on a rotating
basis,

from the twenty-five (25) yard

line.
5.

Winner of the toss at the beginning of the
7

5.

Winner of the toss at the beginning of the
game will choose offense or defense,

and

this remains the same during possession.
6.

The coin toss for the first game the
captain of team A will call, at the second
game the captain of team C will call,

and

at the third game the captain of team B
will
7.

call.

Play will begin form the twenty-five yard
line where each team will attempt to
score.

8.

There will be one time-out allowed per
possession.

9.

All teams will play to completion of the
one possession regardless of the score,
except that in the final round when a
losing team has no possibility of winning,
the game will be called at that point.

10.

The play-off will be held at a neutral
field mutually agreed upon by
participating schools.

11.

If after three (3) round robins are played
utilizing the established format with the
following
a.

modifications:
Possession will begin on the forty
(40) yard line.
8

1.

Score

2.

By the greatest net yardage
(penalties, etc.. will be
deducted from the total yardage
to arrive at the net yardage.)

c.

As soon as one team is eliminated
from competition then the team
winning the regular season game
between the two (2) remaining
schools will be declared the #1
entry which follows the procedures
established in item #15 of the
general by-laws in the league
S.0.P.

Section

14:

Play-off

Expenses/Profits

In the event that two or more teams within the division or league are tied
for a play-off berth, the S.0.P. will be followed to determine tournament
placement.

If a game(s) is/are necessary to determine placement, then

the school hosting the play-off will be reimbursed for its expenses in
hosting the game(s).

In the event a profit is made, the participating

schools will divide it equally after host school expenses.

If there is a

loss, the participating schools will pay an equal share to the host school
9

to cover its expenses.

Section

15:

League Video

Policy

It is the policy of the SWAA League that video taping at a particular
sporting event must be approved by the site manager prior to the event.
a. Taping by school personnel from the school(s) involved is
automatically approved if the host school has been officially
notified.
b. Taping by individual(s)

may be granted on a space available

basis.
c. lndividual(s) desiring to tape must contact their school to
receive a permit which needs to be presented at the gate when
entering the event
d. It is the responsibility of the camera operator to bring all
necessary equipment.

It cannot be assumed that plug-ins or

special locations will be available for other than the official
school representative.
e. Parents must agree to follow the rules and regulations on
taping/filming established by W.I.A.A. and the league.
f. The host school will designate locations for camera operators.
g. Each league school will display a sign on video taping policies.
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Section

16:

Rosters

The following information shall be sent to each school being played prior
to the first game of the season:
a. School information sheet - coaches, principal, athletic director,
school name, colors, and mascot correctly listed.
b. Complete and correct schedule.
c. Team roster by numerical order with name, height, weight,
position, and class.
d. Corrections should be sent one (1) week prior to the game.

Section 17:

Noise Makers

No artificial noise makers, whistles, horns, duck calls, confetti, etc., will
be permitted at SCL events because of distraction to the audience,
players, coaches, and officials.

The use of musical instruments for any

purpose other than accompanying the band will not be tolerated.

Section

18:

Supervision

Home schools will provide adult supervision at all home contest for the
purpose of crowd control.

ARTICLE Ill: OFFICERS AND DUTIES

Section

1:

Officers
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The following officers will be selected annually at the regular May
meeting; President, President-elect, and Secretary/Treasurer.

The selection will follow the list of schools in Article II, Section 2.
Positions will rotate from left to right beginning in 1992-93 with Ocosta
as President.

Section

2:

President

The President shall call and conduct all meetings. The President will
make-up an agenda for each meeting and see that it is followed.

Section

3:

President-elect

The President-elect will fill-in for the President in his/her absence.

Section

4:

Secretary/Treasurer

The secretary/treasurer shall keep accurate account of the proceedings at
each association meeting. These minutes of the meeting shall be made
available to all members one week prior to the next meeting. He/She will
bill each school the amount of dues owed prior to November 1st of the
current year and report on all financial obligations of the SCL.
This position will also be responsible for obtaining the trophies for the
league ch3.mpions for each league-sponsored sport.
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ARTICLE IV: MEETINGS
Section

1:

Times

There shall be regular monthly meetings during the school year,
(September - June) held on the first Wednesday of each month.

Section

2:

Special

Meetings

Special meetings of the SCL may be called by the President or at the
request of the majority of the member schools.

Section

3:

Meeting Locations

The place and time of the regular monthly meetings shall be ascertained
by the President.

Section

4:

Majority

Representation

There shall be no SCL business conducted without the majority of the
member school represented.

ARTICLE V: AWARDS
Section

1:

Trophies

The SCL champion in each sport will be awarded a first (1st) place trophy
by the association. Ties for first will be labeled Co-Champions and
13

trophies will be presented to each of the member schools.

Section

2:

All

League/All

Academic Teams

An All League and an All Academic Team will be chosen for each sport.

The All League Team will be chosen by a coach from each member school
of the respective sport, with a format that is agreed upon by the majority
of coaches involved.

The All Academic Team will be selected by the accumulated GPA of the
athletes participating on the varsity level.

Both teams will be presented

e. Certificate of Merit for their

achievements.

The All League meeting will be held the first Sunday after the last regular
season contest.

There will be a voting member of the SCL at each meeting. His/Her duties

will be to help in case of a disagreement and distribute the certificates.
He/She will contact all home newspapers of the member schools of the All
League and All Academic Team

ARTICLE VI:
SECTION 1:

AMENDMENTS
Majority
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Any part or all of this constitution, including Article VI, may be amended
by a favorable simple majority vote of the member school; however the
vote must be taken at a regular monthly meeting. Unless otherwise spoken
to, the said amendment will take effect immediately.

Section

2:

Bylaw Admendments

Any by-laws of this constitution may be amended by a favorable simple
majority of the member schools at a regular or special meeting. Unless
otherwise spoken to, the said change will take effect immediately.

ARTICLE VII: PROTESTS
Section

1:

Protests

The league will consider only protests involving the laying aside or
misinterpretation of one or more rules spoken to in this constitution.
(amendment or by-laws)

Section 2:

Game Protests

Game Protest- Protest of an official's judgment will not be heard. Game
protests must meet the following requirements to be reviewed.

1. The game officials must be notified by the coach of
the intent to protest and the basis of the protest
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immediately after the decision or incident in
question has occurred.
2. The basis of the protest must involve a
misapplication or misinterpretation of a rule; or a
game condition which may have had an advise effect
upon the outcome of the game or event in question

3. The fact and reason for the protest must be
submitted in writing, signed by the member school
principal or superintendent; with copies presented
to the league president and/or to the secretary of
District IV.

4. A $20 fee must accompany the protest, which will be
returned if protest is found to be valid.

ARTICLE VIII: CANCELLED TOURNAMENTS

Section

1:

District

Tournament

Interference

SCL will follow the proceeding policy if it is found necessary to interfere
with district tournament play. This policy will be in affect in both the
Trico and SC leagues.

Team Sports:

A. Four (4) allocations to state:
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1.

Leagues champions and 2nd place teams

B. Three (3) allocations to state:
1.

League champions

2.

2nd place teams with:
a.

Best overall record;

b.

Head to head;

c.

Head to head with champs.

C. Two (2) allocations to state:

1.

League champions

D. One (1) allocation to state:
1.

League champion with:
a.

Best overall record;

b.

Head to head;

c.

Head to head with 2nd place teams.

Non Team Sports:

A. Four (4) allocations to state:
1.

Leagues champions;

2.

2nd place individual in league.

B. Three (3) allocations to state:
1.

League champions;
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2.

2nd place individual in league with:
a.

Best overall record;

b.

Head to head;

c.

Head to head with:
1.

League champs

2.

3rd place finishers.

C. Two (2) allocations to state:
1.

League champions

D. One ( 1) allocation to state:
1.

League champ with:
a.

Best overall record;

b.

Head to head;

c.

Head to head with:
1.

2nd place finisher

2.

3rd place finisher.

LEAGUE SCHEDULES

All league schedules are to be approved by a quorum of the SCL members
at a regular monthly meeting. Except for mutually acceptable changes by
member schools, official SCL schedules are binding upon member schools.
If, for reasons beyond the control of the schools involved, a contest must
be cancelled, it is to be rescheduled according to that specific sport's
S.O.P. or forfeited by the cancelling school.
:_eague schedules will be developed, whenever possible, on a two year
18

basis.
Transportation and time missed from school shall be considered in all
league developments and an emphasis placed on minimizing the time lost
from school and conserving transportation requirements.
Unless mutually acceptable to both schools involved and in complfance
with the specific sport's S.O.P ., a league scheduled contest will take
precedence over non-league events for member schools.
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SCL General Policy

1.

Bands shall play at home activities only.

2.

Admission prices for the SCL shall be set by this group each year.
Visiting students will be admitted to away games at student rates
upon presentation of their ASB card.

3.

Playing squads, two managers, four statisticians and one video
cameraman shall be admitted to the contests on the coaches'
authorization.

4.

A student athlete shall be limited to one sport during a sport

season.

5.

The voting

delegate on all League and District activities should be

the high school principal or his/her designated representative,
unless

6.

stipulated other wise by the superintendent.

In all sports only all-opponent teams shall
coaches of the sport

7.

be chosen by the

or his/her designee.

In all contests only game officials and authorized personnel
may be on the sidelines.

8.

Registered officials must be used in all varsity athletic contests.
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9.

Administrators, staff members and coaches shall refrain from
questioning decisions of officials or otherwise criticizing them
following the game.

Any criticism shall be addressed in writing

to the proper officer of the Officials Association.

10.

SCL Rule Relating to Unsportsmanlike Conduct.

Rationale:
Member schools of the SCL share a strong desire
that all contests are conducted in a safe, fair and sportsmanlike
manner and that participants and fans conduct themselves
accordingly.

We believe that the COACH is responsible to teach and model
appropriate behavior and should impart the League's expectations to
all athletes.

Likewise, we believe that the ATHLETIC DIRECTOR is accountable
for the teaching, modelling, and actions of all coaches within
his/her school. The ATHLETIC DIRECTOR must also teach, model and
administer the athletic program(s) within his/her school.

Participation in interscholastic sports is a privilege and not an
individual right.
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All participants , players, coaches, athletic directors, principles,
parents and fans must do their best to insure optimum sportsmanship.

Therefore, to support our belief that the SCL must be operated in a
safe manner, and that unsportsmanlike behavior is unacceptable in
athletic contests, we propose the following:

PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS:

Sports (14 contests or more/13 contests or less (contest as
defined in W.I.A.A. Rules/Regulations):

A. Any athlete ejected for fighting will be suspended for the
next (two/one) contest(s).

B. Any athlete ejected for unsportsmanlike behavior will be
suspended for the next contest.

C. Anyone ejected a second time for fighting will be suspended
for the entire season.

D. Any in-season athlete participating in a fight at a Leaguesanctioned event will be subject to rule IA.
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SCL

Sportsmanship

Program

The SCL is strongly committed to sportsmanship and responsible behavior
of participants, coaches, cheerleaders and spectators from all member
schools. Although many people display appropriate behavior, it is
important to teach and re-emphasize sportsmanship and responsible
behavior as part of an on-going program.

To assist those responsible for the program in each school and to have
consistency in the basic items stressed throughout the League, the
following guidelines and ideas are being presented.

1.

League policies from SCL policy section of League Handbook.

a. Administrators, staff members and coaches shall refrain
from questioning decisions of officials or otherwise
criticize them following the game.

Any criticism

shall be

addressed in writing to the proper officials association.

b. Any upsportsmanlike conduct requiring special attention
will be reported to the League Athletic Commission.

c. Live mascots may not be used at athletic contests.

No

children may act as song or yell leaders.

d. All violations or grievances may be referred to the monthly
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league meetings.

2.

Additional Sportsmanship Policies:

a. Spectators-students and adults- should remain in their
assigned rooting sections.

b. Cheerleaders, yell leaders, mascots, or any group representing
a league school will conduct themselves in a positive manner
and will not do anything that demeans or belittles the visiting
school, participants or officials.

c. Chants, yells, cheers, etc., must be positive in nature-supportive of your team; they must not be negative, nor the
type that demeans or belittles the opponent or officials.

3.

Suggested Ways to Make Sportsmanship Policies and Position Known:

a. Place statement(s) on sportsmanships in printed athletic
programs.

b. Encourage radio stations and newspapers that cover league
events to promote sportsmanship as a part of their coverage;
have a committee meet with the media yearly to discuss the
role they can play in supporting the program.
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c. Allow a home team sign promoting sportsmanship to be
displayed at events in addition to the school banner; schools
might have intra-school sign competition to promote interest
in sportsmanship.

d. Have one yearly meeting of the league cheerleaders -- . early in
September -- to review league policies and various sportsmanship items.

It is recommended that each school also send

their cheerleader advisor, one administrator and student body
president to the meetings.

e. Have league cheerleaders suggest a sportsmanship

slogan

for the year at their first meeting.

f. Each school meet early in September with club and support
group leaders to outline sportsmanship assembly in early
September to teach their students the league rules and
expected behavior.

g. Each school hold a sportsmanship assembly in early September
to teach their students the league rules and expected behavior.

h. Each coach is responsible to meet with the participants in
the program, including support people, to review sportsmanship.
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ENTRY TO W.I.A.A. STATE PLAYOFFS

FOOTBALL

ACCORDING TOW.I.A.A. ALLOCATIONS

VOLLEYBALL

DISTRICT TOURNAMENT (SC/TRIGO)

CROSS COUNTRY

DISTRICT TOURNAMENT (SC/TRIGO)

BASKETBALL

DISTRICT TOURNAMENT (SC/TRIGO)

WRESTLING

LEAGUE TOURNAMENT WITH EIGHT
ENTRIES TO REGIONAL TOURNAMENT

BASEBALL

DISTRICT TOURNAMENT (SC/TRIGO)

SOFTBALL

DISTRICT TOURNAMENT (SC/TRIGO)

TENNIS

ALL TEAMS IN DIST. TOURNAMENT

GOLF

ALL TEAMS IN DIST. TOURNAMENT

TRACK

LEAGUE MEET WITH ENTRIES TO
DISTRICT TOURNAMENT
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AN ATHLETE'S PHILOSOPHY

1. Instead of worrying about your game, work on your
weaknesses.

Spend extra time on those things which will

increase your value to the squad.

2. Be confident that you can and must improve.

Think about

"winning the game", "making the basket", and "succeeding", but
also respect your opponents' abilities and realize your own
weaknesses which must be improved.

3. Set definite goals for yourself.
squad.

Try to keep moving up on the

Your best way to become a necessary part of this team,

or next year's team, is to try to make yourself a better allaround athlete.

4. If you are satisfied with your present lot, you will be the same
next season and someone will beat you out. You have to be
getting better, or you will get worse.

5. Do as many things as you can in every game which will help the
team.

Remember, you can tell if an athlete is selfish very

quickly, and others can detect the same characteristics in you.
Think of team success, not individual success.
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6. Avoid being critical of teammates, that is the coach's job.
Avoid alibis.

7. Operate as a "team family" - constantly conquering your
selfish desires for the sake of the betterment of the team.

8. Avoid forming small groups on the team.

Make an effort to

show no partiality to your best friend on the playing floor or
field.

9. Take all personal grievances and problems to your coaches.
They are experienced in the game, and can advise you.

1 OThe most important member of your team is your teammate.
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Baseball
1.

The league schedule shall be adopted no later than the May
meeting for the subsequent baseball season.

2.

Varsity league games will be umpired by two registered
association umpires.

3.

Anyone other than properly identified coaches,

managers,

team personnel or players in uniform are not permitted in
the dugout.

4.

There will be no batting practice by either team prior to
league games.

5.

The ten run rules is in effect in all games but may be
waived in single games only by agreement of both coaches
prior to the game.

6.

League makeup games take priority over non-league games.

7.

Rain outs will be made up on the next playable date (Sunday
excluded) in the order of their postponement. (including
spring break). If the home field is unplayable, the home field will be
moved to the visitors site if it is playable.
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8.

If the fields of both schools scheduled for makeup game are
unplayable, they may makeup with another school, even
though it may not be in order. Alternative playing fields may be
used for makeup games if the Athletic Directors deem this
necessary to complete the league schedule.

9.

Ties in league standings will be broken by the adopted tie
breaker methods.

Should the regular season end with

schools playing different number of league games, the final
standings will be decided by number of wins, not percentage.

*NOTE: Those sections of the Baseball S.O.P.'s relating to
rainout/or makeup procedure are to be evaluated yearly at the
April meeting or upon the President's request.
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Basketball
(Boys and Girls)
1.

The league schedule shall be adopted at the February meeting for
the subsequent school year.

2.

Boys and girls teams will play every other school within the
league two (2) games that will count in league standings, for a
total of sixteen (16) league games.

3.

The home teams will wear light colored uniforms, the visitors
dark or contrasting jerseys, both varsity and J.V.

If a team has

only a single color jersey, they are responsible for making
arrangements with their opponent.
4.

Visiting pep bands will be allowed only at the discretion of the
host school.

5.

Officials of J.V. and Varsity contests must be registered
officials and cannot be faculty members of the school districts
involved.

6.

Filming and/or video taping will be in accordance with the
W.I.A.A. policy.

7.

For all league games the J.V. should start at 6:00 with the
varsity 20 minutes after the conclusion of the J.V. game.

A

team not having a J.V. should notify it's cpponents in advance.
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8.

A chalkboard should be provided in visitor's dressing room.

9.

Ties in league standings will be broken by the adopted tie
breaker methods.

10.

The use of musical instruments including the base drum for any
purpose other than accompanying the band will not be tolerated.
Other unusual noisemakers are not to be used such as air horns,
etc.

Bands will only perform during pre-game, time-outs, quarter

breaks, half-time, or other times when play has stopped.
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Football
1.

The league schedule shall be adopted at the November meeting
for the subsequent school year.

2.

Schools will play each of the other schools within the league
one (1) game that will count in the league standings for a total
of seven (7) league games.

3.

The home team will wear dark jerseys and the visitors light or
contrasting jerseys, unless other arrangements between
schools. The JV teams will wear the same color of uniforms on
the following Monday contest.

4.

League games will be officiated by registered officials.

Host

schools should make every effort to use four (4) officials for
varsity contests.
5.

There will be no tie games in varsity league play.

Ties will be

broken in method approved by W.I.A.A.
6.

One (1) coach from the visiting school involved in the contest
shall be allowed to press box or on the roof of the grandstand.
Visiting coaches may use their own walkie-talkies or phones.

7.

Anyone other than properly identified coaches, managers, team
personnel, or players in uniform are not permitted without
approval by the host athletic director.
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8.

Locker Room areas:
a.

Should be open by 6:00 and inspected by the two head
coaches.

b.

Chalkboard shall be provided.

c.

Taping table shall be provided.

d.

Toilet facilities shall be provided.

e.

Sufficient benches shall be provided.

f.

Visiting school is responsible for leaving locker room
in good condition and repair of equipment or facilities
damaged by them.

9.

Ambulance and/or doctors should be provided for all varsity
contest.

10.

Scouting:
a.

There is no limit to the number of times a team may
scout another at a regular game played according to
W.I.A.A. rules.

b.

Scouts are not allowed on the roof or in the press box
but must scout from the regular grandstand or
bleacher seats or field level.

c.

Films may be taken for scouting purposes.

d.

Polaroid pictures and video tape machines may not be
used for scouting purposes.

11 .

Each player's jersey number should be identical for home and
away whenever possible. Jersey numbers should comply with
federation r> 1les.

12.

Lineman uniforms shall conform to federation rules.
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)

13.

A regulation official football shall be used for all league games.
The team on offense may choose to play with their own
regulation football.

14.

The coin flip shall be at 7:20 p.m., with the National Anthem
following immediately. The kick off will be promptly at 7:30
p.m.

15.

Fall turnouts may begin as specified in W.I.A.A. Handbook.

16.

Coaches should encourage all football players on the sidelines to
either sit on bench or kneel.
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Cross Country
1.

Varsity teams will be made up of 7 members.

A team must

have 5 members to qualify as a full team.

2.

Junior Varsity races will be run according to numbers
available from each school.

3.

Length of course - Boys: 3.0 miles/Girls: 3.0 miles

4.

Scoring - National Federation Rules

5.

League Champion - determined upon dual meet record.

6.

All meets will be run according to National Federation
Rules.

7.

Races will be run in following order: (1) J.V.
Girls Varsity (3)

8.

In the

(2)

Boys Varsity.

South Central All-League Meet, a school may

only enter up to 7 members with no exceptions.

9.

Teams are expected to arrive in ample time in order to
become familiar with the course.

10.

Each school should attempt to furnish their own name tags.
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11.

Full teams must run to win if opponent does not have full team.

12.

JV teams/individuals may run in the JV races.
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GOLF

1.

Each school will be represented by six (6) players in
league matches and playoffs.

"B" squads will consist of

no more than four (4) players in League matches.
2.

Matches will be determined by medal play.

The best of

five (5) of the scores counting five (5) players will
constitute a team.
3.

All league matches are 18 holes.

4.

In case of inclement weather,

the local pro will decide

if the course is playable.
5.

If a meet has started,

the match will be considered

completed if all teams have finished (9) holes or it is
completed on whatever hole coaches agree to finish.

The

local pro will make the final decision if coaches cannot
agree.
6.

Rules of USGA will govern:
A. All putts must be holed out.
B. Use of profane or obscene language and smoking will
not be allowed. Punishment could, at the discretion
of the coach, result in dismissal from the squad.
C. Any toss of a club, whether in anger or at bag, will
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result in a two-stroke penalty.
D. Any infraction must be called at hole involved,
before teeing off at next hole.
E All score cards must be signed by all players.
7. In double duals - no J.V. matches.
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Softball
1.

Each team will have 15 minutes to warm up. Home team is first. 5
minutes is reserved for pre-game conference with both coaches and
the umpire

2.

The host team will provide two (2) balls. Balls will be ASA
approved, restricted flight, 11 inch red stitch.

3.

Host team is responsible for having playing surface in as good as
condition as possible.

4.

One (1) paid association member umpire will be used for varsity
play.

5.

Association umpires will be used for J.V. play.

Early postponements will be made by the host school coach.
Postponements made after both teams are at the game site
will be by mutual agreement of both coaches (before game
commences). Once game begins, umpire has right to determine when
field is playable.

When games are postponed, the Tuesday games are rescheduled the
following Thursday; Saturday games are rescheduled the following
Wednesday.

6.

Game is official if five (5) innings are completed or four and a half
(4-1/,·) innings, if the team behind has batted in thu 5th inning.
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7.

Coaches on the bench and on coaching lines must wear some type of
clothing that will designate them as part of the team, jacket and
cap, etc..

8.

No civilian clothes are allowed.

Ground rules are established by home team.

Host coach will review

with umpire and visiting coach before game.
9.

The home book is official. Scorekeepers should communicate on
questionable calls (hit or error).

Each team will call scores to their

local newspaper after the game.
10.

The official rule book will be the American Softball Association
Official Slowpitch Rule Book and the W.I.A.A. Handbook.

12.

General Rules:
A)

One batter allowed in the on deck area. All others must be in a
dead ball area.

B)

Host team will be home team in both games of all doubleheaders.

C)

Helmet, face mask with throat protector, and body protector
must be worn by the catcher.

D) Bases must be anchored.
E) Game is ended after 5th inning if either team is 10 runs ahead.
F)

Protests will be decided at next league meeting.
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Volleyball
1.

League members shall be those schools compromising the league
schedule.

2.

Each school will play every other league school in one match· that
will count in the league standings, for a total of 8 league matches.

3.

The volleyball schedule will be adopted at the November meeting for
the subsequent year.

4.

League matches will be officiated by two (2) registered officials.

5.

W.I.A.A. rules and the National Association for Girl's and Women's
Sports (NAGWS) guidelines shall be in effect for girls volleyball.

6.

The game ball must be of molded leather. Visiting/traveling teams
must furnish their own practice balls.

7.

A match shall consist of the best three (3) out of five (5) games, a
game being fifteen (15) points with at least a two (2) point
advantage.

8.

The JV match will be played first at 6:00 p.m. followed by the
varsity match with a 17 minute wa 0 m-up.

That warm-up shall

consist of a 5 minute shared court time, followed by a coin toss to
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decide side and serve.

Each team will then have 5 minutes of

separate court time with a 2 minute shared serving time.

9.

Admission will be charged for all varsity matches.

10.

Ties in the league standing will be decided by the adopted tiebreaker methods.

)
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Wrestling
1.

2.

WIAA registered officials must be used for all matches.

Dual Matches:

Weigh in at 5: 15 p.m.

JV matches will start no later

than 6:00 p.m., followed by varsity matches, to begin at 7:30 p.m. If
two mats are used weigh in is at 6:00 p.m.,
7:00 p.m.

3.

and the match starts at

(varsity).

Double Dual Matches: Weigh in for JV's at 4:30.

Varsity weighs in

immediately after JV; coach may request the individual wait until
6:30 p.m. for varsity weigh in.

JV matches will start at 5:15 p.m.

with the varsity starting at 7:00 p.m.

A full complement of 13 JV's

matches may be scheduled after the last JV match on open mat if
time permits.

4.

5.

Championships will be determined by the win and loss records.

Records and results of all dual matches must be submitted to the
tournament directors of each sub-regional. This includes varsity,
JV, and exhibition matches.

Seeding will be determined by each

school representative and tournament seeding director.

6.

A doctor or emergency medical aide is to be in attendance whenever
possible.
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7.

The home medical person shall be encouraged to check with the
visiting coach after the match to make sure thaf there are no
serious injuries.

8.

The Wrestling Sub-Regional Tournament shall be a double
elimination tournament.

9.

Home team selects order of teams for double dual wrestling.
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WI A A
Washington lnt~rschola.stic Activities Association

Welcome to
High School. Please read llie following if
you desire to particiate in our interscholastic activities. You are eligible only if you:
• Are living with your parents in a residence located within our school
district boundary.
• Attended school last semester (trimester).
•

Passed four (4) full time subjects or earned at least two credits while
enrolled at least half the school day.

• Have been in high school no more than four consecutive years after your
first entry in the ninth grade.
• Are not over the age of 19.

)

• Have completed a physical examination during the past 13 months.
• Have transferred to this school for reasons other than to participate in
athletics.
• Are not a professional athlete in the sport you wish to participate.
•

Do not use, provide others, or possess a legend drug and have not violated
this school's policies or codes on alcohol and tobacco.

To be eligible to compete against another school team or opponent, you must first:
•

Be living with parents in this school district.

•

Be academically eligible in this school.

•

Complete the required number of practice days.

•

Have attended school at least 15 weeks of the previous semester (10
weeks of trimester).

. •

Be declared eligible by the principal.

Our.school's athletic code and eligibility policies are attached. Please share this
information with your parents.

WIAA

To: STUDENTS WlTHDRA WlNG FROM SCHOOL

Wtuhingti,n lnUnr:holg.Thc Ar:tivltU8 A811or:ratlon

: ATTENTION, BEFORE YOU WITHDRAW,
: READ THIS INFORMATION PAPER!

:
:

~----------·············---------------····J

- - - - - - - - - - - - - High School wishes you success and good fortune.
If you are planning to transfer to another State of Washington high school and be
eligible for their athletic program, the WIAA has asked us to present the following
information to you.

You will be ineligible in your new school unless you:
• Are living with your parents in a residence located within our school district
boundary.
• Attended school last semester (trimester).
• Passed four ( 4) full time subjects or earned at least two credits while
enrolled at least half the school day last semester (trimester).
• Have been in high school no more than four consecutive years after your
first entry in the ninth grade.
• Are not over the age of 19.
• Have completed a physical examination during the past 13 months.
• Have transferred for reasons other than to participate in athletics.
• Are not a professional athlete in the sport you wish to participate.
• Do not use, provide others, or possess a legend drug and have not violated
this school's policies or codes on alcohol and tobacco.

To be eligible to compete against another team or opponent, you must
first:
• Be academically eligible by the school's eligibility rules.
• Complete the required number of practice days, for each sport.

J

• Have attended school at least 15 weeks of the previous semester ( 10 weeks ·
of trimester).

over

To represent a WIAA member school and participate against another
school team or player you must:
• Have completed the required number of days of practice for the sport.
• Be academically eligible by the school's standards.
• Meet ail eiigibility requirements for all other students.
• Be declared eligible by the principal (designee).
• Comply with the school's athletic code, (If not given to you, as~ for a copy).

Visa Students - eligibility requirements for 1992-93:
• You must apply for a waiver of the residence rule.
• You must not be a high school graduate (received or be qualified to receive
a certificate, diploma, or degree which qualifies you eligible to enroll in an
NCAA college/university.)
• You must have a "student visa" (J-1 or F-1) which designates permission to
attend school as a student full time.
• You must meet all eligibility requirements of other students of the school in
which you are enrolled and attending classes.

Beginning the 1993-94 school year, all students including VISA students
must meet the residence eligibility rule. By rule a student not living
with parents or guardian for at least one year, or resides outside the
school district boundaries of the school, is ineligible.

O.\FORMS\TRANSFER.CHP

COACHES
PROTECT YOUR SCHOOLS ELIGIBILITY
PRACTICE(TURNOUT REGULATIONS
Philosophically, students should have the opportunity to panicipate in a variety of activities and should not be directly or
indirectly coerced or unduly influenced to participate in a single activity all year long.
One of the primary goals of the WlAA is to design all activities to provide fair and equal opportunities for all participants and
schools. Competitive balance among schools is also a desire.

NOTE:
Coaches as private citizens, independent of their school, may work with their players following the last state tournament.
Coaches assume all risks and liability. If coaches use school facilities (fields, gymnasiums, etc.), lbey'ft!nt or enter into a
contract with the school district like any other outside organization.
In essence, the summer time allows coaches as a non-school agent to work with their athletes. It does not. however. allow
schools to have toumouts or practices. Please refer to Article 21.17.9 of the WlAA Handbook, "Schools may conduct practices
Q!IU'. during the WIAA sports season."

DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR

COACHES MAY:
!. Conduct practices and contests ONLY during the specific WlAA spon season.
'2. Conduct practice on Saturdays during the specific spon season.
3. Have a meeting with bis/her squad prior to the opening day of practice to issue
equipment and explain insurance, physical exams, season plans, training regulations.
4. Organize and supervise a year-around conditioning program to include weight training,
running and exercising provide it is open to all students and does not include instructions
in specific spon skills.

5. Work with their athletes following completion of the school year final State
Tournament, clinics, or other similar program in any spon up to August I for Fall sports
and up to the stan of Fall spons turnouts for all other sports.

DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR

COACHES MAY NOT:
1. PROMOTE, DIRECT, COACH or SPONSOR practices or contests in the spon they
coach to any of their squad members or future (grades 7 - 12) squad members until after
the school year final state tournament.

2. COACH or TEACH any phase of a game or activity to any squad or pan of a squad or
potential squad members (grades 7 - 12) in the spon they coach until after the school
year final state tournament.
3. Have any squad, or part of a squad or potential squad members (grades 7 - 12) ENGAGE
IN DRILLS under supervision of a coach in the spon they coach until after the school
year final state tournament.
4. Provide DIRECTION or INSTRUCTION to any DELEGATE to do any of the above in
the spon they coach until after the school year final state tournament.

PLEASE POST
j

IN A CONSPICUOUS PLACE
......,

::~-

-:.

;

.

...

WIAA
RB:ks
5/88;6/89
Rev. 7/90

Senior High Athletes - - PROTECT Your ELIGIBILITY
Please Post i1z a Conspicuous Place!!

To Participate in Athletics you must:
I. Be less than 20 years old at the beginning of any sport season.
2. Be in regular attendance during the semester/trimester immediately preceding the semester/trimester in which
the contest is held.
3. Be enrolled and in regular attendance within the first 15 school days of the current semester or IO school days of
the current trimester in order to participate in the current semester/trimester.
4. Maintain passing grades in a minimum of 4 full-time subjects.

5. Have athletic injury insurance approved by your school (if required).
6. Have passed a physical examination from a medical authority licensed to perform a physical examination during
the 12-month period prior to first participation in high school. A medical authority must approve in writing
continued participation annually. The medical authorities licensed and approved by law to give physicals
include M.D.; Doctor of Osteopathy, D.O.; Certified Registered Nurse (C.R.N.) and Physician's Assistant
(P.A.); Naturopaths (N.D.).
During the Summer You Can:
7. Participate in a commercial summer camp, school sponsored summer camp, summer clinic or other similar
program, in any sport, provided said camp or clinic begins after. the conclusion of the final WIAA State
Tournament.
8. Participate in any fall sport summer camp or clinic up until August I.
9. Participate in winter or spring sport summer camps or clinics until the first day of fall sports turnouts.
To Participate in Athletics You Cannot:
l O. Compete in a sport for more than 4 consecutive years after beginning the 9th grade, whether it is partial or total
season participation.
11.Accept, from any source whatever, awards or intrinsic value except letters awarded by your school or medals or
trophies given in high school contests (applies to players on school teams).
12.Accept, money or a prize of more 'than $100.00 in value for athletic activity, play on any professional team in
any sport, sign a professional athletic contract or enter a competition under an assumed name.
13. Participate in any AII~Star Contest not sponsored by the WSCA (Washington State Coaches Association).
Note: Item 13 is for high school seniors only, following completion of eligibility
and prior to graduation.
Your Eligibility is Subject to Special Rules:
I 4. If you want to participate in non-school athletic activities.
I 5. If your parents do not live in this school district.
16. If you transfer from one school to another within the last school year.
17. Visa student transfers must apply for eligibility.

Note: There are a few addition.< and exceptions to the above rules. There may also be addillonal school and league
requirements. Consult your principal or athletic administrator and/or the school, league and WIAA Handbook for
precise wording of regulations.

LET'S KEEP SANITY IN SPORTS
A WELL-PLAYED CONTEST WILL BE ENJOYED BY ALL
ONLY IF EACH OF US ASSUMES OUR OWN RESPONSIBILITIES
You, aa a SPECTATOR, are expected to:
1. Remember that the game 1s for the players. They are here because they want to play and enjoy the experience.
Your Sportsmanship will enhance this educational experience.

2. Refrain from distracting the players dunng play.
3. Recognize and appreciate skill in perlormance regardless of afltliat1on. Applause for an opponent's good perlormance
is a demonstrauon of generosity and good will.
4. Treat the officials with respect before. during, and after the contest. We cannot play the game without officials
as they are an integral part of the game, and they should be considered 1mpar!lal arbitrators.
5. Display good conduct. Even though you paid for your admittance. the management has the authoritY to remove any
spectator wno does not conduct himself respectfully Abusive language 1s to be avoided.
6. Remember that your view of the game could be Quite d11ferent from that of the official.

7. Recognize the fact that as a student spectator you represent the school as do the athletes.

8. Respect, cooperate, and respond enthusiastically to cheerleaders.

You, as a PLAYER, are expected to:

You, as a COACH. are expected to:

1. Play, have fun. and en10Y the game.
The game 1s for you!

1. Demonstrate Sportsmanship at all trmes. You are the

leader - on and off the court.

2. Demonstrate Sportsmanship toward your opponents.
and treat them with respect.

2. Have and show re~oect for your opponent: treat
them as guests.

)

3. Exercise sell-control at all times, accepting decisions
and abiding by them.

3. Accept the officials' decision. Sportsmanship implies
the willingness lo accept and abide by the decisions
of the officials. Public protests can only lead to similar
behavior by the players and spectators.

4. Resoect the officials' judgment and interpretations
of the rules.

4. Set a good example tor others 10 follow.

5. Regarding clarification of a ruling, communicate with
lhe officials through your captain on/~

5. Refrain from any profanity as it is not an acceptable
part of the game for either you or your players.

6. Maintain self-control

a:

6. Acceot victory with humility and defeat with grace.
Be neither boastful nor bitter.

all times.

7. Teach the values of honest effort 1n conforming to
the spirit as well as the letter of the rules.

a.

You, as an OFFICIAL, are expected to:

Provide oooortunities for social interaction among
coaches and players of both teams before and alter
the contest.

, . Amve al the &1te an hour before the contest.

2. Be professional in your manner and dress.

9. Lei the players play. ll's their game.

3. Call contests as you see them and in an unbiased
manner.

1a. Be mindful of comments made to the news media,
especially following a hard-fought contest.

4 Keeo calm and rational at all times.

WE
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BACX YOUR HIGH SCHOOL ACTIVITIES PROGRAM
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)

FOOTBALL

BUS PARKING-

Lower level on east side

LOCKER ROOMS- North side of school
VISITORS

SIDE- Stadium side of field

FILMING AREA-

2nd level of tower

SPOTTER LOC.-

2nd level of tower

WARM-UP

South

END-

VOLLEYBALL
BENCH
BUS

West

SIDE-

Behind gym

PARKING-

Top of bleachers-West side

FILMING AREA-

CROSS-COUNTRY
LOCATION OF COURSELOCKER ROOM-

School

BUS

varies

PARKING-

varies

BASKETBALL
BUS PARKING-

Behind gym

BENCH

west

SIDE-

Top of bleachers-West side

FILMING AREA?

INTRO OF PLAYERS-

"C" TEAM SITE"C"

UNIFORM

One team at a time

MS- West of school (walking)

COLOR-

White

BASEBALL
LOCATION OF FIELDLOCKER ROOM-

South of school

North end of gym

DUG-OUTS#

OF

Yes

FIELDS-

2

SOFTBALL
LOCATION OF

FIELD-

DUG-OUTSOF

school

North end of gym

LOCKER ROOM -

#

South of

No

2

FIELDS-

GOLF
LOCATION

OF

COURSE-

OF

COURTS-

Valley View

TENNIS
LOCATION

#

OF

COURTS-

LOCKER ROOM-

East of

school

6
North end of gym

IMPORTANT

PEOPLE

PRINCIPALPaul Ganalon
TRANSPORTATION SUP. - Tom
SUPERINTENT- Gary Logan

Boling

COACHES
HEAD FOOTBALL- Tom Boehme
ASSIST. FB- Jim Fraker
ASSIST. FB- Eric Stohl
JR.HI. FB- Don West
JR.HI.
FBHEAD VOLLEYBALLASSIST. VB
ASSIST. VB
JR.HI.
VB
JR.HI.
VB

Dave Jeminez
Patty Kreike
Mary Jones

HEAD CROSS-COUNTRYASSIST. X-C

Roger

HEAD BOYS BASKETBALLASSIST. BOYS BASK.
ASSIST. BOYS BASK.
JR.HI.
BOYS BASK.
JR. HI.
BOYS BASK.

O 'dell

Ray Pidella
Roger Weddel
Loren Hoppes
Terry Sullivan

HEAD GIRLS BASKETBALLASSIST. GIRLS BASK.
ASSIST. GIRLS BASK.
JR.HI.
GIRLS BASK.
JR.HI.
GIRLS BASK.

David Jimenez
Dave Tri

HEAD WRESTLING
- Todd Fraker
ASSIST. WRESTLING- Ray Capps
JR.HI.
WRESTLINGJR.HI.
WRESTLINGHEAD
ASSIST.
ASSIST.
JR. HI.
JR. HI.
HEAD
ASSIST.
JR.HI.

JR.HI.

TRACK- Jack Brandt
TRACK- Pam Gale
TRACKTRACKTRACKBASEBALL- Steve
BASEBALLBASEBALL-

BASEBALL-

Calhough

HEAD
ASSIST.
JR.HI.
JR.HI.

SOFTBALL- Tom
SOFTBALLSOFTBALLSOFTBALL-

Price

HEAD
ASSIST.

TENNIS- Jerry
TENNIS-

Staleger

HEAD

GOLF-

HEAD
BOYS SOCCERASSIST .BOYS SOCCERHEAD
ASSIST.

GIRLS SOCCERGIRLS SOCCER-

SCHOOL PHONETRANSPORTATION

PHONE

482-3121
482-2323

FORliS

SPARTAns

FOOTBALL
BUS PARKING- Elem.

parking lot

LOCKER ROOMS- East end of gym
VISITORS

SIDE-

Staduim side

FILMING AREA-

2nd level of tower

SPOTTER LOC.-

2nd level of tower

WARM-UP END-

South end

VOLLEYBALL
BENCH SIDE-

East side

BUS PARKING-

Front of gym

FILMING AREA- Top of east bleachers
CROSS-COUNTRY
LOCATION OF COURSE-

Football staduim

LOCKER ROOM-

East end of gym

BUS

Front of gym

PARKING-

BASKETBALL
BUS PARKING-

Front of gym

BENCH SIDE-

East side

FILMING AREA?

Top of east bleachers

INTRO OF PLAYERS-

"C" TEAM SITE-

Alternating

MS - north of HS

"C" UNIFORM COLOR- White

(h)

Blue

(walk)
(a)

BASEBALL
LOCATION OF FIELD- 7 miles north on hyw 101

LOCKER

ROOM-

DUG-OUTS-

#

OF

School
No

FIELDS-

1

SOFTBALL
LOCATION
LOCKER

OF

ROOM-

DUG-OUTS-

#

OF

FIELD-

City

School
No

FIELDS-

2

GOLF
LOCATION

OF

COURSE-

No

OF

COURTS-

No

TENNIS
LOCATION

#

OF

COURTS-

LOCKER

ROOM-

Park

IMPORTANT

PEOPLE

PRINCIPALJim Bennett
TRANSPORTATION SUP. - Ron Manwiiler
SUPERINTENT- John Jones
COACHES
HEAD FOOTBALL- Terry Jensen
ASSIST. FBBob Enos
ASSIST. FBJim Burk
JR.HI. FBAshley Watson
JR.HI. FBMike Noble
HEAD VOLLEYBALLASSIST. VB
ASSIST. VB
JR.HI.
VB
JR. HI.
VB
-

Peggy Peterson
Scott Seaman
Bob Mill
Betty Cogdill
Les Stewart
Cathy Ulin

HEAD CROSS-COUNTRYASSIST. X-C
HEAD BOYS BASKETBALLASSIST. BOYS BASK.
ASSIST. BOYS BASK.
JR. HI.
BOYS BASK.
JR. HI.
BOYS BASK.

David Ege

HEAD GIRLS BASKETBALL- Bob Enos
ASSIST. GIRLS BASK.
- Betty Cogdill
ASSIST. GIRLS BASK.
- Ashley Watson
JR.HI.
GIRLS BASK.
- Les Stewart
JR.HI.
GIRLS BASK.
HEAD WRESTLING
ASSIST. WRESTLINGJR. HI.
WRESTLINGJR.HI.
WRESTLINGHEAD
ASSIST.
ASSIST.
JR.HI.
JR.HI.
HEAD
ASSIST.
JR.HI.
JR.HI.

TRACKTRACKTRACKTRACKTRACKBASEBALLBASEBALLBASEBALLBASEBALL-

Bob Wheeler
Ralph Capps

Ashley Watson
Cathy Ulin

Stan Lyons

HEAD
ASSIST.
JR.HI.
JR.HI.

HEAD
ASSIST.
HEAD

SOFTBALLSOFTBALLSOFTBALLSOFTBALL-

Steve

Barthlow

TENNISTENNIS-

GOLF-

HEAD
BOYS
ASSIST. BOYS
HEAD
ASSIST.

SOCCERSOCCER-

GIRLS
GIRLS

SCHOOL PHONE
TRANSPORTATION

SOCCERSOCCER(206) 374-6116
PHONE (206) 374-6990

OCOSTA

WILDCATS

FOOTBALL
BUS PARKING- Drive behind school-north of gym.
LOCKER

Girls

ROOMS-

VISITORS

Stands

SIDE-

Tower

FILMING AREASPOTTER LOC. WARM-UP

Tower
South

END-

VOLLEYBALL
SIDE- Northwest

BENCH
BUS

locker room

Same

PARKING-

Platform behind score bench

FILMING AREA-

CROSS-COUNTRY
LOCATION

COURSE-

ROOM-

Same

PARKING-

Same

LOCKER
BUS

OF

On campus

BASKETBALL
BUS

PARKING-

BENCH

SIDE-

FILMING AREAINTRO
"C"
"C"

OF

Same
Northwest lockeroom
Platform behind score bench

PLAYERS-

By team

TEAM SITE- Old Gym s.
UNIFORM

COLOR-

of H.S.

BASEBALL
LOCATION OF FIELD- City Park App. 7 mi E.
LOCKER

ROOM- No

NO

DUG-OUTS#

OF

FIELDS- 1

SOFTBALL
LOCATION OF FIELD- Coast Guard Station
LOCKER

ROOM- No

DUG-OUTS#

OF

No

FIELDS- 1

GOLF
LOCATION

OF

COURSE-No

OF

COURTS-No

TENNIS
LOCATION
#

OF

COURTS-

LOCKER

ROOM-

of School

IMPORTANT

PEOPLE

PRINCIPALTRANSPORTATION
SUPERINTENT-

SUP. -

Doug Assjornsen
Bruce Moreland
Jerry Jenkins

COACHES
HEAD FOOTBALLASSIST.
FBASSIST.
FBJR.HI.
FBJR.HI.
FBHEAD VOLLEYBALLASSIST. VB
ASSIST. VB
JR.HI.
VB
JR.HI.
VB

Don Watkins

Barb Rasmus
Wendy Boowell
Cherri Mumper

HEAD CROSS-COUNTRY- Rich Swigrula
ASSIST. x-c
- Wendy Macy
HEAD BOYS BASKETBALL- Mike King
ASSIST. BOYS BASK.
- Blaine Braun
ASSIST. BOYS BASK.
- Shawn Anderson
JR.HI.
BOYS BASK.
JR. HI.
BOYS BASK.
HEAD GIRLS BASKETBALL- Brain Macy
ASSIST. GIRLS BASK.
- Chris Montgomery
ASSIST. GIRLS BASK.
- Chad Midliater
JR. HI.
GIRLS BASK.
JR .HI.
GIRLS BASK.

HEAD WRESTLING
ASSIST. WRESTLINGJR. HI.
WRESTLINGJR.HI.
WRESTLING-

Bob Ronning
Steve Quinsy

HEAD
ASSIST.
ASSIST.
JR.HI.
JR.HI.

TRACKTRACKTRACKTRACKTRACK-

HEAD
ASSIST.
JR.HI.
JR.HI.

BASEBALL- Sam Schugal
BASEBALL- Larry White
BASEBALLBASEBALL-

Rich Swiergular
Brian Macy
Chris Montgomery

HEAD
ASSIST.
JR.HI.
JR.HI.
HEAD
ASSIST.
HEAD

SOFTBALL- Barb Rasmus
SOFTBALL- Travis Nyaus
SOFTBALLSOFTBALLTENNISTENNIS-

GOLF-

HEAD
BOYS SOCCERASSIST. BOYS SOCCERHEAD
ASSIST.

GIRLS SOCCERGIRLS SOCCER-

SCHOOL PHONE- 268-9123
TRANSPORTATION PHONE- 268-9123

FOOTBALL
BUS

Next to field

PARKING-

H.S. gym

LOCKER ROOMS-

SIDE- End end

VISITORS

West side of Press box

FILMING AREASPOTTER

LOC.-

same

WARM-UP

END-

West end

VOLLEYBALL
BENCH SIDE-

Closest to Boy's locker room

BUS PARKING-

Adjacent to football field

FILMING AREA- Upper gym
CROSS-COUNTRY
LOCATION
LOCKER
BUS

OF

COURSE-

N/A

ROOM-

PARKING-

BASKETBALL
BUS PARKING-

Adjacent to football field

BENCH SIDE-

Closest to Girl's locker room
Upper gym

FILMING AREA?

INTRO OF PLAYERS-

"C" TEAM SITE"C"

UNIFORM

By team

M. s. - next to H. s.

COLOR-

Gold

BASEBALL
LOCATION
LOCKER

OF

FIELD-

ROOM-

Gym
Yes

DUG-OUTS-

#

OF

East of gym

1

FIELDS-

SOFTBALL
LOCATION OF
LOCKER

FIELD-

Behind

Gym

ROOM-

No

DUG-OUTS-

# OF FIELDS-

1

GOLF
LOCATION

OF

COURSE-

OF

COURTS-

TENNIS
LOCATION
#

OF

COURTS-

LOCKER

ROOM-

football field

IMPORTANT

PEOPLE

PRINCIPALTRANSPORTATION

SUP. -

SUPERINTENT-

Larry Peterson
Mike Richardson
Robert King

COACHES
HEAD FOOTBALLASSIST. FBASSIST. FBJR.HI.
FBJR.HI.
FB-

Ed Simons
Ron wonack
Pat Emerson

HEAD VOLLEYBALLASSIST. VB
ASSIST. VB
JR.HI.
VB
JR.HI.
VB

Retha Dotson
Ted Mccarson

HEAD CROSS-COUNTRYASSIST. X-C

Randy Heinz

HEAD BOYS BASKETBALLASSIST. BOYS BASK.
ASSIST. BOYS BASK.
JR. HI.
BOYS BASK.
JR. HI.
BOYS BASK.
HEAD GIRLS BASKETBALLASSIST. GIRLS BASK.
ASSIST. GIRLS BASK.
JR. HI.
GIRLS BASK.
JR. HI.
GIRLS BASK.
HEAD WRESTLING
ASSIST. WRESTLINGJR.HI.
WRESTLINGJR.HI.
WRESTLING-

Dennis Bower
Doug Abrahanson
Vic Rahn

Dave Ebersde
Bob Dow

Dan Loyden
Devon Loyden

Cathy Ulrich
Randy Heinz

HEAD
ASSIST.
ASSIST.
JR.HI.
JR.HI.

TRACKTRACKTRACKTRACKTRACK-

HEAD
ASSIST.
JR.HI.
JR.HI.

BASEBALL- Dave Hall
BASEBALL- Rockey Stanley
BASEBALLBASEBALL-

HEAD
ASSIST.
JR.HI.
JR.HI.
HEAD
ASSIST.
HEAD

SOFTBALL- Doug Abrahanson
SOFTBALLSOFTBALLSOFTBALLTENNISTENNIS-

GOLF-

HEAD
BOYS .SOCCERASSIST. BOYS SOCCERHEAD
ASSIST.

GIRLS SOCCERGIRLS SOCCER-

ROCHESTER

WARRIORS

FOOTBALL
BUS PARKING-

Next to field

LOCKER

H.S.

ROOMS-

VISITORS

gym

SIDE- End end

FILMING AREA-

West side of Press box

SPOTTER

LOC.-

same

WARM-UP

END-

West end

VOLLEYBALL
BENCH SIDE-

Closest to Boy's locker room

BUS PARKING-

Adjacent to football field

FILMING AREA- Upper gym
CROSS COUNTRY
LOCATION
LOCKER
BUS

OF

COURSE-

N/A

ROOM-

PARKING-

BASKETBALL
BUS PARKING-

Adjacent to football field

BENCH SIDE-

Closest to Girl's locker room

FILMING AREA?

INTRO OF

PLAYERS-

"C" TEAM SITE"C"

Upper gym

UNIFORM

By team

M.S.- next to H.S.

COLOR-

Gold

BASEBALL
LOCATION OF
LOCKER

ROOM-

FIELD- East of gym

Gym

DUG-OUTS#

OF

Yes

FIELDS-

1

SOFTBALL
LOCATION OF FIELD- Behind
LOCKER

ROOM- Gym

DUG-OUTS#

OF

No

FIELDS-

1

GOLF
LOCATION

OF

COURSE-

OF

COURTS-

TENNIS
LOCATION
#

OF

COURTS-

LOCKER

ROOM-

football field

IMPORTANT

PEOPLE

PRINCIPALTRANSPORTATION
SUPERINTENT-

SUP. -

Larry Peterson
Mike Richardson
Robert King

COACHES
HEAD FOOTBALLASSIST. FBASSIST. FBJR. HI.
FBJR.HI.
FB-

Ed Simons
Ron Wonack
Pat Emerson

HEAD VOLLEYBALLASSIST. VB
ASSIST. VB
JR.HI.
VB
JR.HI.
VB

Retha Dotson
Ted Mccarson

HEAD CROSS-COUNTRYASSIST. X-C

Randy Heinz

HEAD BOYS BASKETBALL- Dennis Bower
ASSIST. BOYS BASK.
- Doug Abrahanson
ASSIST. BOYS BASK.
- Vic Rahn
JR. HI.
BOYS BASK.
JR. HI.
BOYS BASK.
HEAD GIRLS BASKETBALLASSIST. GIRLS BASK.
ASSIST. GIRLS BASK.
JR.HI.
GIRLS BASK.
JR.HI.
GIRLS BASK.
HEAD WRESTLING
ASSIST. WRESTLINGJR.HI.
WRESTLINGJR.HI.
WRESTLING-

Dave Ebersde
Bob Dow

Dan Loyden
Devon Loyden

Cathy Ulrich
Randy Heinz

HEAD
ASSIST.
ASSIST.
JR.HI.
JR.HI.

TRACKTRACKTRACKTRACKTRACK-

HEAD
ASSIST.
JR.HI.
JR.HI.

BASEBALL- Dave Hall
BASEBALL- Rockey Stanley
BASEBALLBASEBALL-

HEAD
ASSIST.
JR.HI.
JR.HI.
HEAD
ASSIST.
HEAD

SOFTBALL- Doug Abrahanson
SOFTBALLSOFTBALLSOFTBALLTENNISTENNIS-

GOLF-

HEAD
BOYS SOCCERASSIST. BOYS SOCCERHEAD
ASSIST.

GIRLS SOCCERGIRLS SOCCER-

FOOTBALL
PARKING- M.S.

BUS

gym/

LOCKER ROOMS- M. s.
VISITORS

locker rooms

( next to field)

South

SIDE-

roof

FILMING

AREA-

SPOTTER

LOC.-

Roof of grandstand

WARM-UP

END-

West

VOLLEYBALL
BENCH
BUS

North

SIDE-

Front of gym

PARKING-

FILMING

Upper deck

AREA-

CROSS-COUNTRY
LOCATION OF COURSELOCKER
BUS

ROOM-

No

PARKING-

Yes

J.

R.

Jackson State Park

BASKETBALL
BUS

PARKING- Front of gym

BENCH

SIDE-

FILMING
?

North

AREA-

INTRO

OF

"C"

TEAM

"C"

UNIFORM

Upper deck

PLAYERS-

SITE- M.S.
COLOR-

By team

BASEBALL
LOCATION
LOCKER

OF

FIELD-

ROOM-

Gym

Entry to school

Yes

DUG-OUTS-

# OF FIELDS-

1

SOFTBALL
LOCATION
LOCKER

OF

FIELD-

ROOM-

Gym

No

DUG-OUTS-

#

OF

Entry to school

1

FIELDS-

GOLF
LOCATION

OF

COURSE-

NA

TENNIS
LOCATION OF

#

OF

COURTS-

COURTS-

LOCKER

ROOM-

6

Gym

South of school

IMPORTANT

PEOPLE

PRINCIPAL- Dennis Clark
TRANSPORTATION SUP. - Bob Boone
SUPERINTENTJohn Simpson
COACHES
HEAD FOOTBALL- Terry Holmes
ASSIST. FBGuy Buswell
ASSIST. FBMike Croy
JR.HI. FBGreg McDaniels
JR.HI.
FBHEAD VOLLEYBALLASSIST. VB
ASSIST. VB
JR.HI.
VB
JR.HI.
VB

Sherry Bakotich
Fran Grove

HEAD CROSS-COUNTRYASSIST. X-C

Rob Nollen

HEAD BOYS BASKETBALLASSIST. BOYS BASK.
ASSIST. BOYS BASK.
JR.HI.
BOYS BASK.
JR. HI.
BOYS BASK.
HEAD GIRLS BASKETBALLASSIST. GIRLS BASK.
ASSIST. GIRLS BASK.
JR. HI.
GIRLS BASK.
JR.HI.
GIRLS BASK.
HEAD WRESTLING
ASSIST.
WRESTLING-

JR.HI.
JR.HI.

Mike Croy
Jim Thorp

Jay Terry

WRESTLINGWRESTLING-

HEAD
TRACKASSIST. TRACKASSIST. TRACKJR.HI.
TRACKJR.HI.
TRACKHEAD
ASSIST.
JR.HI.
JR.HI.

Bill Bakamus
Guy Buswell

Rob Nollen
Kelly Bluhn

BASEBALL- Greg McDaniels
BASEBALL- Mike Croy
BASEBALLBASEBALL-

HEAD
ASSIST.
JR.HI.
JR.HI.

SOFTBALL- Andie Baumgarter
SOFTBALLSOFTBALLSOFTBALL-

HEAD
ASSIST.

TENNISTENNIS-

HEAD

Jerry Wood

GOLF-

HEAD
BOYS SOCCER- Jack Brandt
ASSIST.BOYS SOCCERHEAD
ASSIST.

GIRLS SOCCER- Jack brandt
GIRLS SOCCER-

SCHOOL PHONE-864-2391
TRANSPORTATION PHONE-864-2393

TENINO

BEAVERS

FOOTBALL

BUS PARKING- at stadium
LOCKER ROOMS- girls at stadium
VISITORS SIDE- opposite grandstands
FILMING AREA- grandstands press box
SPOTTER LOC.- grandstands press box
WARM-UP END-

w.

end opposite side of scoreboard

VOLLEYBALL
BENCH SIDE- left of scorer table
PARKING- at gym

BUS

FILMING AREA-

bleachers

CROSS-COUNTRY
LOCATION OF COURSE- at

football stadium

LOCKER ROOM- at stadium
BUS PARKING- at stadium parking lot
BASKETBALL
BUS PARKING- school parking lot
BENCH SIDE- left of scores bench
FILMING AREA?

bleachers

INTRO OF PLAYERS- whole team

"C"

TEAM SITE- M.S.

"C"

UNIFORM COLOR- white

(h)

- red

BASEBALL
LOCATION OF FIELDLOCKER

ROOM-

Gym

North of school

(v)

DUG-OUTS#

Yes

OF FIELDS-

l

SOFTBALL
LOCATION OF
LOCKER

FIELD- North west of

ROOM-

No

DUG-OUTS-

#

OF

Gym

FIELDS-

1

GOLF
LOCATION

OF

COURSE-

OF

COURTS-

NA

TENNIS
LOCATION
#

OF

COURTS-

LOCKER

ROOM-

NA

field

D

)
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rules within the document.
4.

The better the document is written, the more useful it will become
for each member school.

Recommendations
As a result of the project the following recommendations have been
suggested:
1.

That by-laws and a constitution be a major part of any Standard
Operating Procedures.

2.

That rules and regulations for all sports that are a part of the league
commitment be specified within the document.

3.

That a well written and easy to understand document be developed.

4.

That a complete review of this document be done every two years.
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NARROWS LEAGUE • CONSTITUTION
ARTICLE I • NAME

The name of this organization shall be The Narrows League.
ARTICLE II • PURPOSE OR OBJECT:; i : . r
,,-·;; · :';

f'\\/(:ri-~.f'.~;~.nrbi ~i

Ut

:·

1 ;:-:".

_

·

•

.-t

-.-

1. .

To approve, develop and direct interscholastic activities for students of member schools
and to insure their protection against exploitation by special interest groups.

2.

To stress an appreciation of the cultural values and the skills involved in all activities.
'-- ·-r·-'.--~,,,,_,-..I··,s,,,\J'J t-·q?}
f:Jtori ::,d IE·;/ 5'.· -~J-:'.:t: ;, ,. "·-> ,; :. : '. L. '"·:
.
·
To p~om0:tia,f ~alanc~ .of acadeJilic, .social athletic and other co-curricular experiences
which meet the generally accepted aims of American education.

3:

, <,)

~

~

"'""'

,,,..

"

"

-

•

"

>

f;.

ARTICLE

•

,',f'

m · MEl\ffiERSHIP
rJ:?t)rr-:·"})":i->- . _,, ,

_

:--- ~~.

. .

Membership in this association shall· consist of the senior high schools: Bellarmine, Henry
Foss, Lincoln, Mount Tahoma, North Thurston, South Kitsap, Stadium, Timberline and
Wilson.
ARTICLE IV • PROGRAM
.·
"-,'··ea
,- - "'-¢/,
-·,· '- J.- ,p
hjtj. J'.Htll
.tfl:J:fDQHn.i~
h}\eJfhA

,

,.,-<,,".\

.

'

,,_•,·.

,

~

-·; •/,

.- ,...

:

·

f,

., ,. .

,

,

·

Th~s,,?rg~I1i~ti},i,01t.;~~})l"W,~tn~~in,and.conduc~ a program of interscholastic amateur sports
competition and promote ano preserve a wholesome atmosphere of sportsmanship among
its member schools.
ARTICLE V. LEGISLATION
'TO .•1tltrt

1z:;

Section. Ln11m:,
Officers;

The offices will consist of a President (a league principal), Chairman (athletic
,. dir~c!o~.,fr~II.1. $.e .p~esjdent's, school), and Secretary-Treasurer (coordinator of
·· athletics, Tacoma School District). The chairman.will act as the league athletic.
directors' chairperson.

,,,J ::_;'"'.fr>'~~n

Section 2,,rr
r, ·,r- vrt, k,,rdbJ1 l.~ttt _,di
Ht:}ble~,n~ ~U[fi!t,J E . r ; -.-·
Origin, ·"' ll~le,fa~,!ld.:regula.t/.ons for the condu~ of the affairs of this association, and its
''.ll
:.,.byt~~,s~-~all originate! eithet(as) as proposal or recommendations made by a
1:11.ajqri!):,xgte,,of)lie a1hletic_directors of the member schools and ratified by a
majority vote of the principals or their designate, of the member schools; or (b)
fro~,;.dire,ct<ag.!QnJ:>f_ the principals,· a majority concurring•. Voting at these
meetings shl!l!t~.bJ'z§Choqls ~ each school casting one vote.
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ARTICLE VI • PROTESTS, APPEALS, AND SANCTIONS

Section 2 • Sanctions
Team sanctions:

1.

Athletic Directors will determine sanctions.
., t

:r: ~,

·;:J'f ,:;~Uttrl

,J

;:-:-i -:;;-;,: , : :_p.;,;

"

l

..:·

A.

Probatiori (tea.ii or school) is ,defined as being given official notice that the
League will impose one of the other sanctions should a school fail to correct
Narrows League concerns or implement Narrows League recommendations .

B.

Forfeit game or contests. .,

•

~..,,

/'•·~

J?:)',

•;_".

i(<(H'i:~i,:

-~ '•

t:

F•,

__,t~:;r~•i';I

Ineligible for league championship.

C.

-··· .:, :·;,;:J·)t 101 -C,:... ~,-;Jt

J :~\.·/,.

;J

¥

',,

D.

Ineligible for post-season competition. , ,

E.

Expulsion from League,

1·J;,'.

'':;,·,>-:;. !OOf:t'.t&

__
?

•

'

•

.

.J""f'"

'
t·,J'>O

::•OJ
,, · •'·'"'

· 2Y'; Individual sanctions" '' '')
'..k'; ::

.:;'::.,,! ~:·/;t;_,n~Vi,f;iH

L:'+L

0

League expectations are that all participants know 'and ~bmply with Narrows and
WIAA
policies and practices.
All violations and.-,,-~.f,
the corrective
action taken shall
, ..,,, ~.-,.,_, ,,"/e
',yF• fi•--'•!/' •f";,/'
•"·"
be reported; in writing; to the Narrows League athletic directors.

A

.~~~{'""-f\ ~

f

--

.r

..•

,-_f

?•if"-".,=-·.;,

•.t,

..

s,:,,

f~

:t,.Ppa-•,,·f¥'i'¥6J'"·
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,-~--~

·-•·'.'

' , } ''.·,-.

·

,!

. ·-'• ""''\

)'i

··

:

:·.·

,.

B: '· Enforcement will be. the' responsibility of the individual school and/or district.
Full
the'actiort{s)' taken will be submitted, in writing, to the Narrows
League. Where no appropriate action is tak~!li ,qr if Jhe. Narrows League, or a
member school is not satisfied with the report and its detailed response, the
league Presi.den} will appoint five (5) principals to review the protest and make
recomin~fi'cfation''fo ·th'e"'Narrows League principals/a.thletic directors.

report of
'

• \(:'" \ .-;'.""

• ,!

:J

,·it.,,;,. .• '

ARTICLE v1frAMENfiMiiNis::t
,l.,,;:::.;,,i; ::} >- \l;'» f-~-

\.):;

.tJ~!-t::1t(Li'.,,;··>

w'.:;;,,,; eJW:);.

Section 1. • Constitutional Amendments: .,. ,
,,
,
.
,.
~~ ;;, >~:- _~*;H-- ;:h ~·-t}i,,t.L"1_ _-':~:i~M-_-/f:/J'':j: v··:')Wh;tf~SP·_ \ \:-'} :,-; , fr:- _-, _. _ ·: _
--- ·:
. _ .,
1
1.2
toT~iiatlilsk'~onstittiti6n may 6riglnate either from majority vote of the
Narrows League principals, or from a majority vote of the Narrows League athletic
.directors. ~-···>'
In -~".eithet: case,--·-,·>,
.the League, at its next regular meeting following the
· • " introduction ofsucli a proposal, shall act upon it. A two-thirds (2/3) majority of the
Narrows Leagutprincipals, or designees, shall be necessary for its ratification. Each
school will cast one vote.

"''A'1)'roposal
,

2.

<•

'."

•

(1?'-·t-;(f 1'1;·,0;

•:?,·•

·,

--

---

.

.

Amendments shall become effective immediately or at the discretion of the principals.
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Boys Tennis ....•..................•.••..•..•.•.•..........•..............•••.•.......• 50
Track .•..............................•......•.•...•...•..•..•........•..•.•.......... 51
Volleyball ..........•..............•...•..•.•.•.••....•.•......•.....••....•..••.....• 52
Wrestling .......................••....••....•....•...•......•..•....••...•••. : •....... 53
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ARLINGTON HIGH SCHOOL
135 S. French Street, 98223

Superintendent • Jim Maw ............................................ Office: 435-2156
Principal • John Mathis ............................................... Office: 435-2119
Director of Athletics • Mark Baier ...... .' ................................ Office: 435-2119

School colors • Navy Blue and Gold
Mascot • Eagle

COACIIING STAFF:
(Boys) Baseball • Mark Bianchi .............................................. 629-4946
Basketball • Alan Jefferson ............................................. 435-2955
Cross Country • John Scheffer ........................................... 653-4428
Football • TDD ........................................................... .
Golf. Don Gibbons ................................................. 652-0744
Soccer • TDD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tennis • Brian Roper ................................................ 435-2111
Track • Chuck Randall ............................................... 43 5-3892
Wrestling • Jim Smoots ............................................... 435-5970
(Girls) Basketball- Donna Torpey ............................................. 691-6691
Cross Country • John Scheffer .......................................... 653-4428
Softball. Steve Darker ............................................... 652-7902
Soccer • TDD ............................................................ .
Tennis • Keith Pace .................................................. 435-5209
Track • Terri Larson ....................................................... .
Volleyball • Alice Smithson ............................................ 568-9839
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llUIU.!NGTON - El)JSON IIIGH SCHOOL
301 N. Burlington Blvd., 98232

Superintendent - Paul Chaplik . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Office: 757-4074
Principal • Harry Warren . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Office: 757-4074
Director of Athletics - Jim Clem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Office:

School colors • Navy Blue and Gold
Mascot ~ Tiger

COACHING STAFF:
(Boys) Baseball - Jim Clem ................................................. 757-8160
Basketball • Darcy Weisner ............................................ 757-1636
Cross Country • Ron Whiton ........................................... 757-9767
Football - Jack McTaggert ............................................. 724-6032
Golf· Kurt Kramme ................................................. 428-8969
Tennis • Terry Williams ............................................... 724-4062
Track • OPEN ...................................................... 293-9288

(Girls) Basketball - Kurt Kr-dmme ............................................. 428-8969
Cross Country - Ron Whiton ............................................ 757-9767
Softball • Debbie Bendigo ............................................. 755-9276
Tennis • Terry Williams ............................................... 724-4062
Track - OPEN ............................................................ .
Volleyball • Christie Peterson .......................................... 757-4815
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PU.YOl'F FORMATS

The following playoff formats will be used to break ties as in Criteria 2. They will be used for sports, except
football, where playoff spots must be determined; the football format may be found in the football section.
The following guidelines for those sports, except football will be followed:
1.

2.
3.

4.

The contest will be played at a suitable neutral site that is centrally located if possible.
A coin flip will determine the home team.
Admission prices will be the same as a League contest.
Other specific details will be worked out by the League athletic directors.

I.

II.

Three Way Ties
A.
In a playoff situation under Criteria 2 which involves three teams, a coin-flip will be used to
determine which team draws the initial bye. The two remaining teams will play one contest
(referred to as Game 1 hereafter); the winner will play the bye team.
1.
If there ls one playoff spot or a bye at stake, the winner of Game 1 will play the bye
team for this position; the loser of Game 1 is out.
2.
If there are two playoff spots or a bye(s) at stake, the winner of Game 1 will play the
bye team; the winner of this contest will have the highest playoff spot or bye; the
loser of this game will play the loser of Game 2 for the second playoff spot or bye
involved.
3.
If there are three playoff spots or a bye(s) at stake, the winner of Game 1 will play the
bye team; the winner of this contest will have the highest playoff spot or bye; the two
remaining teams will use a coin-flip to determine the next two playoff spots.
Four Way Ties
A.
A coin-flip will be used to determine the pairings; two of the teams will play In Game 1 and
the other two in Game 2. The winner of Game 2 and the winner of Game 2 will meet in
Game 3; the winner of Game 3 wlll have the highest spot and the loser of Game 3 will have
the next highest spot If there is one. The losers of Game 1 and Game 2 will meet in Game 4
for the next two playoff spots If there are any.
THREE WAY TIES

II.A.La.

Team A: beat Team D once; beat Team C once
Team D: beat Team C once; lost Team A once
Team C: lost Team A once; lost Team D once

2-0
1-1
0-2

II.A.Lb
&

Team A: beat Team D once; lost Team C once
Team D: beat Team C once; lost Team A once
Team C: beat Team A once; lost Team D once

1-1
1-1
1-1

11.D.1.a.
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VALLEY 'A' LEAGUE
ARTICLE

The name of this organization shall be the Valley 'A' League.
ARTICLE II
F'URF'OSE
The purpose of this organization shall be to unite member
schools in athletic competition for the betterment of the
athletic program in all sports, and to have mutual
understandings of all member schools for the improvement of
relationships between the member schools'
ARTICLE III
MEMBERSHIF'
Section 1: Charter Members
The charter members of the Valley 'A' League as formed by action
of the member schools on February 1, 1989 shall be Burbank, Cle
Elum, Connell, East Valley, Goldendale, Grandview, Highland,
Kiana Benton, Naches, Riverview, Toppenish, Wapato, Zillah.
Section 2: Future members
In the future, schools within W.I.A.A. District 5 which do not
have appropriate competition available to them, may petition the
league for membership.
Schools are voted in by a 2/3 vote of
existing member schools or when Y.V.I.A.A. action places them in
the league.

12.

Off.ala:

Four (4) registered officials are to be
re~ted for Varsity League games. Schools are to request
not less than three officials for each J.V. and C squad
contests.

13.

Game Length:
quarters,

14.

League Ties: The following guidelines will take precedence
over the regular play off outline.

All contests will be four (4) twelve minute

VALLEY "A" LEAGUE FOOTBALL TIES
1.

The winner of head to head play takes top seed.

2.

If no head to head winner is determined then the Valley "A"
point factor will be used, Highest point factor number
takes top seed.
A,

)

3.

Valley "A" Point Factor: To get the point factor
number, You take the league teams that you beat and
total their wins.
I

If the Valley "A" point factor does not determine the top
seed then the fall number draw will be used. Lowest number
taking top seed,

TWO 'WAY TIE NO TEAM ELIMINATED,
1.

Winner of head to head takes top seed.

2.

If no winner of head to head, than point factor will determine top seed.

3,

If no winner by point factor, then fall number draw will
determine top seed.

TWO WAY TIE ONE TEAM ELIMINATED,
1.

Winner of head to head takes top seed,

2,

If no winner of head to head, then a playoff will take place
consisting of two 8 minute halves with a 15 minute half
time.
If teams are still tied after the play off, then the
state tie breaker will take place.

Page 2

THREE WAY TIE NO TEAM ELIMINATED.
1.

Winner of head to head takes top seed.

2.

If no winner of head to head, then point factor will
determine top seed.

3.

If no winner by point factor, then fall number draw will
determine top seed.

THREE WAY TIE ONE TEAM ELIMINATED.
1.

Winner of head to head takes top seed.

2.

If no winner of head to head, then a play off will take
place using the state tie breaker.
A.

Seeding will be determined by the football tie criteria.
The top seed gets the bye. The winner of the other two
play off teams qualifies for tournament play. The loser
of the play off would than play the bye team for the
remaining tournament spot. The tie criteria would
determine the two remaining teams seeding into the
tournament.

THREE WAY TIE TWO TEAMS ELIMINATED.
1.

Winner of head to head takes top seed.

2.

If no winner of head to head, then a play off will take place
using the state tie breaker.
A.

Seeding will be determined by the football tie criteria.
The top seed gets the bye. The loser of the other two
play off teams is eliminated. The winner of the play
off would then play the bye team for the remaining
tournament spot.

FOUR WAY TIE NO TEAM ELIMINATED.
1.

Winner of head to head takes top seed.

2.

If no winner of head to head, then point factor will determine top seed.

3.

If no winner by point factor, then fall number draw will
determine top seed.
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Section 2.
Cross Country Championship: In the cross country competition sponsored by this Conference,
the championship team for the season shall be the winner of the Western Conference Cross Country
Championship Meet.
Section 3.
Track Championship: In the track competition in this Conference, the championship team for
the season of the boys and girls shall be the winner of their respective Western Conference Track and
Field Championship Meets. (6-5-86)

Article III
Schedule

Schedules for each sport sponsored by this Conference shall be prepared by the directors of athletics
of this Conference and such schedules shall become effective when approved by a majority vote of the
directors of athletics of the school districts. Changing of the dates of Conference contests must be
approved at an official Conference meeting.

Article IV
Officials

All officials assigned to Conference contests shall be registered officials in those sports in which this
is required by the Washington Interscholastic Activities Association. (6-17-77)

Article V
Scoutini: Practices

It shall be a violation of the rules of this Conference for a coach or his representative to scout or
assign others to scout the practice/scrimmage of a league opponent. (6-3-88)

Article VI
Contest Movies and Video Tapes

1

(a) For regularly scheduled Conference contests, Conference members may film or video tape all of
the contests in which they participate. (b) Schools may request a print of a contest in which they play
providing they notify the other school in advance. (c) Schools may request the film or video tape
taken by other schools of the contests in which they participate after the end of the season. The films
or video tapes, at that time, may be borrowed for a period not to exceed two weeks. (3-14-84) ( d) For
.games with nonleague opponents, teams may exchange films or video tapes. (6-5-86)
2-2
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Section 6.
Noisemakers: (a) The use of artificial noisemakers is prohibited at any Conference contest.
This includes any noisemaking device and/or means to amplify the human voice. Musical
instruments may not be used as noisemakers whether they are used by a member of a school band or
not. (9-29-70) (b) Spirit symbols for use at home football games may be permitted if approved by the
Conference prior to the season. (3-17-71)
Section 7.
Faculty or Administration Representatives at Contests: A faculty representative or
administrator from each participating school will be in attendance at varsity contests of football,
basketball, wrestling contests, and other events deemed advisable by the participating schools. The
visiting school's representative must identify himself/herself to the home contest manager prior to the
start of the event. (6-5-86) Communication between schools is important for proper supervision to
occur. ( 6-3-88)
Section 8.
Use of Tobacco: At Conference contests, the coaches of the participating teams are not to use
tobacco in or near the vicinity of the facilities being used. (9-29-70)
Section 9.
Ticket Prices: (a) The Conference shall set the ticket prices for adult, student, and elementary
student tickets for all regular season Conference contests, playoffs, tournaments, and championship
events. Preschool children are to be admitted free. (b) The single contest ticket prices set by the
Conference may not be changed by member districts. ( c) Member districts may initiate season ticket
or multiple admission and senior citizen discount rates for games involving teams within the school
district during the regular season. ( d) Admission to night reserve contests, other than varsity
preliminary contests, shall be optional. (e) Schools are to charge admission for contests which start
at 5:30 p.m. or later. Districts that wish an exception to the Conference admission policies must
appeal to the.league for approval. (3-18-81) (f) Western Conference AA Reciprocal Season Ticket
Policy. During the fall and winter sports season, spectators from other league member schools who
have a valid season ticket from the visiting school district may purchase a maximum of two adult
tickets for $2.00 each. ( 6-3-88)
Football/Basketball/Wrestling/Volleyball/Soccer
Adults and Students w/ o ASB
Students
Children

$3.00
$2.00
$1.00

2-4
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Article XI
Limited Team Membership

Students of Conference schools will be eligible to be a member of only one school team during a
season. (9-16-76)
Article XII
Tie Breaker Policy for Final Standing Ties
Involving Tournament and Playoff Positions
Section 1.

Tie Breaker Policy - All Sports:

)

(a)

If one of the tied teams has defeated the other more times during the regular season,
that team shall be given the higher place in the standings for tournament placement.

(b)

Should schools that are tied and who split the contests or tied in the single contest
played with each other during the regular season and a single tournament entry or a
seeded position into a qualifying tournament (bye, seed to second round, host first
round game, etc.) is in question, a playoff contest will be scheduled prior to the
tournament. The winner will receive the higher position in the standings for
tournament participation. This game will follow the procedures set forth in Western
Conference Policy as to site and management.

(c)

Should three or more teams tie, (a) will apply. If the tie cannot be broken, the following
procedure will be used:
1.

The won and lost record between these schools will be used to determine .ll
standing. This standing will determine positioning for any qualifying
tournament. For example: teams A, B, and C tie for a position and the
standings are A-(3-1), B-(2-2), and C-(1-3). A is number one, Bis number two,
and C is number three.

2.

If a tie still exists, the won and lost record of these teams with the highest ranking
team not involved in the tie will be included. The procedure will be followed
with the next highest team, etc. For example: Teams A, B, and C tie and the
record between them is the same (2-2). The record with team D, which is the
highest ranking team not involved, is added which might change the records to
A-(3-3), B-(2-4), C-(4-2). C is number one, A is number two, and Bis number
three.

3.

No team shall be eliminated from tournament participation by a mini standing
or a draw. (6-1-90)

4.

Mini standing will be used to determine playoff seeding and/or playoff
opponents. (6-1-90)
2-6
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Article XIII
Policy on "Ejected" Players
Section 1.
Procedure When A Player Is Ejected From A Contest: The procedure to be followed when a
participant is ejected during a regularly scheduled Western Conference contest as the result of a
flagrant foul or unsportsmanlike conduct is: (a) The coach of the involved player will notify his/her
athletic director and school principal on the first school day following the contest. (b) The official will
file a written report with his/her association within two (2) days following the contest. (c) The
officials' association will send a copy of the official's report to the athletic director of the school
district of the involved player within two (2) days following the receipt of the official's report.
(3-27-80)
Section 2.
Procedure for Penalty Order On Ejected Player: (a) The first time a participant is ejected
during a season, the school is to take appropriate action to prevent his/her behavior from occurring
again. (b) Should a participant be ejected a second time in a season, the school and district is
expected to take additional steps to correct the situation. (c) Should an officials' association or
member school not feel the school has taken appropriate or effective action, it may appeal this to the
school principal, the district superintendent, and league, in this order. (d) The league may request
a review of action involving an ejected player on appeal and as a result take further action as
permitted under Bylaws Part I, Article X. (3-27-80)

Article XIV

)

Inclusion ofNonleague Schools in League Events

A nonleague school may not participate in any league events scheduled by the Western High School
Athletic Conference. (3-18-83)

Article XV
Procedures for Handling Rule Violations
Section 1.
Reporting of Rule Violations: (a) When a school becomes aware it has violated a rule, the
offending school principal (or designee) must report the infraction and every action taken by the
school in writing within five (5) school days to the superintendent of the offending school, the Western
Conference President and the NWIAA. (b) League member schools have the responsibility to report
alleged rule violations. This is to be done in writing to the principal of the alleged offending school
with copies sent to the school's superintendent, the league president and NWIAA. The principal of
the school involved in the alleged violation shall reply to the notifying school within five (5) school
days of the results of that·school's investigation. (9-14-83)

2-8
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FRONTIER LEAGUE

MEMBER SCHOOLS:

Cheney High School
460 N. 6th
Cheney, WA 99004
458-6208 (Spokane number)
359-6208 (Cheney number)

Principal:
Athletic Director:

Jerry Knott
Joe Richer
235-8082

Clarkston High School
Box 271
Clarkston, WA 99403
758-5591

Volleyball Coord.:
Wrestling Coord. :

Joe Richer
Joe Richer

Principal:
Athletic Director:

MarkMitrovich
Norm Klug
758-2350

Colville High School
Sunset and S. Elm
Colville, WA 99114
684-4541

Football Coordinator:
Tennis Coordinator:

Norm Klug
Norm Klug

Principal:
Athletic Director:

Jim Monasmith
Harry Santos
684-3379

Boys/Girls Basketball
Coordinator:

Harry Santos

East Valley High School
E. 15711 Wellesley
Spokane, WA. 99216
927-3200

Don Kartevold:
Athletic Director:

Principal
Bill Ellis

Track Coordinator:

Bill Ellis

Pullman High School
Larry and Hall Drive
Pullman, WA 99163
332-1551

Principal:
Athletic Director:

Lynn Baker
Jeff Wood

926-8072

335-7734

West Valley High School
E. 8301 Buckeye
Spokane, WA. 99212
927-1105/922-5488

Golf & Cross Country
Coordinator:

Jeff Wood

Principal:
Athletic Director:

Bill Hawley
Jack Spring
924-9574

Baseball/Softball
Coordinator:
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WASHINGTON INTERSCHOLASTIC ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATION

Position Statement on Behavior at Sports Events
WIAA is definitely committed to a strong athletic program for all of its
students. A fundamental aspect of this strength lies within the values taught
and stressed in that program.
Responsible behavior and sportsmanship are
inherent in those values. With this in mind, the following statement is made:
1.

Responsible behavior and sportsmanship of participants and coaches
is found in most schools, and demonstrates that these values are
being taught.

2.

The few schools that represent exceptions to the above must place
greater emphasis on these values.

3.

Responsible behavior and sportsmanship of student spectators is less
common than with participants and coaches. It appears that some
schools are making little, if any, effort to stress these values for
spectators.

4.

All schools are charged with the specific responsibility of teaching
these values to all people connected with interscholastic sports.
Schools are· further charged with the specific responsibility of
establishing procedures to ensure that these values are taught.

5.

While the schools have less control over adult spectators, each
school is charged with the responsibility of informing the adult
spectator of those values and that proper behavior is expected of
them, also.

6.

The coaches are expected to work closely with the news media and make
every effort to inform them of game results and other pertinent
information concerning their sport.
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It is the respobsibility of the principal
to call to the attention of the coaches
and administrators involved, the informa-

tion contained in the S.O.P. It is reconunended that prior to each sport season,
the principal, the director of athletics
and coaches review the S.O.P. for a review

of league policies.
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Revised
Revised
Revised
Revised

March 1980
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June 1983
June 1986
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30UTHIAE3T IAASHINGTON 'A. LcAGIJE ACTl'JlTIES ASSOCIATlON
CONST !TUT I ON
ART! CLE
NAME

The name of this organ1zat1on shal I be the 'Southwest Washington uAil
League', v1itr, tv,o c;1v1s1ons named l,Jest Cov,l 1tz and Tr1co.
i1RTICtE II
OBJECT

The object of this organ1zat1on shall be to regulate and further the
interscnolast1c relations of its member schools, each with the others;
and to, at all times, seeV to better the athletic. social and academic
opportunities of the membership.
ARTICLE Ill
MEMBERSHIP
'3e ct i on 1
The schools holding members.hip 1n this organ1zat1on shaVi be:

any

~.chool participating tn a S,h!. t~ash1n9ton -'A,. leei.gue S!)or·t t.·Jho s~al l
be requ I red to pa.Y the fu 11 i 2ague oue: and be a 11 c,t,Jed 1.1ot 1ng
DrJ•..>1~ege:. ~,11tt'1

Se: t

! OP

relation -:o item: that ::,Er·ta.1r: to r.:riat sport•:s.l.

2

·err1oersh1p in this 1ea.i;iue pre-supposes tne payment of anY as:.essments
and/or fees by Noveifiber ls~ of each school ;le2,r.

1

Section 3
The elector.ate of tr11s assoc1at1on ;hall
designated representative.

be

tnE- or1nc1pal

or

t"11s

':3E-r:~ion 4
In all

c,?,ses. of ,.1ot1ng, each sct100

1.iote.

E.ach dele9at1on ma../ detE-rmin1:

1

sha·11

be entitled to oniv one

its o:.1Jn

:.ing·ie e·1ector.

Sec: i on 5
Ai: memoer s.cr1oo'rs s.hall

be memtier-s. ot and suoio:-:t to the rules of
Soutll.AifS.t L~e1·;h1ngton l 1str·1ct No. ~ and tt"r€' l1J,J .H.;...;,,

the

1

~::T!CLE g)
OFF1CE~:S AHD DUTIES
Section 1
The president and v1ce-pres1cent shal 1 be a~pointed on tne following
rotating basts

1986-87

Fons.

1987-88

wn,te Salmon
Montes.;.no

President

beet on l
B'"1SEBHLL
Tne d1u1s;on champions will be determined by the teams who complete
the d1u1s1on schedules 1,.1,11t1"1 the most v.11ns.
Each d1 1J1s1on 1A11nner will

receive a trophy.

J. 'J. BASEBALL
No trophy or· division cham1pionsh1p w;ll

be a•~ardea for J,'..J,Baseball.

BASKETBALL
( Boys and G i r 1 s)
The division cha.mp ions toi11 be determined b;; the teams •~ho compiete
'!."t",!= d1\•:s D,"'I s:!11:;·Q.,:.:j:: ,.:.~:-i the most VJin::.: >2ac1, G1Vi':::or1 ct·1amp1on 1,vili
receive a trophy,

J .'). BASKETt°ALt""--~·
No t1'ophy or division championship ,,,ill be a1,,arded for· J, 1,.!.
Basketball.
"C" SQUAD./9TH GRADE BASKETBALL
No trophy or· division champ1onsh1p 1.>111·1 be ~WJarded for
Grade BasKetba 11.

··cu Souad/9th

CROSS COUNTRY
The league c.111 provide a cr,amp1onsh1p trophy ir. Cross Countr,-,
"DOT BALL
The football sta.nd1ngs i,,J: 11
comolet1on of the d1v1s1on
receive a trophy,

be determined on a 1.>Jin./loss t1as1s 1..:pon

schedules.

Each division ~Jinner w1l)

,! ,\i. FOOTBALL
No trophy or division champ1onsh10 w1!;

be a11Jarded -i=e,r

......
' ", .

GOLF
lE-ague champion 1;J111 be determined by the t•Jin/lc;·; r·ecor·d
league matches.
Ti-1e league, cr1:1.mp1orr 11.!111 r·ece,,,ie, a trc:;:itn1 ,

The

·,QFTBALL
The league 111ill

orot)1de a chamn:1onshto trophv

1ri

.n

'3c:-f~::iai1.

_,.Er~JN 1 S
r,iv troph.,, or

league cnamp1onsr:1D vJil

oe award~d fer Tennis.

1
TRACtt:
.Boy:. or:o G1rl:.i
The ·1eague cha..mo1on shall tie the 1,,.11nn,:-r· of the league tr-a.cl{ meet.
80th bo>''= a.n1j 91r-ls lea.gue ct"";amp:cnsr,1p teams 1;;1/l r·ece11.ie a troi::it11.
In .:;,dd1t1on. 1nd11;1dual r1bbeins ~-IJ 11 be avJard121j at tht- '3out.:rn.,-.1e::.1

·A 11 League Meet anc Sub-Le39ue Meets.
be ordered b'1 the host scnool.

Washington

1

The ~:boons are tc

,IOL~EYBALL
The d 1 1-1 • ; 1 on ch arno I on

1n 1 1 l
b~ ,jf': e r·m: ..1 t< d tiY tr, e t e 3.m 1..vn 1 .: :r cc.mp r et e ·;
the division schedule with the mo~t wins. Each div,sion chBmp1on w1 l l

receive a trophy,

1,.IREST Ll hG
leai;ue- du,3.I meet i:r1amp1on and lei:'.·;;ue s.tanding:. ·;t1a11 t,e determ,riei::i
1 .e., 2 points for a ieagu& win:
l point for a
le:iQue tie: ::1.nd U points +or· a leac.Je loss.•
Tr-ie leae:ue du3,l rrieet
,:t-;a,;;c1or, n.'111 receive a'. i:ri:,r.h·,·.
h-lE-~gue t;:,Urr,:i.ment-tr·ot:ih, !.11ili be
i:ir-esented to the 1.1.11nner of cr1at tour·narnent as a pa.r·t o+ the ci=remo""l:~
at th::..t event.
lnd1 1,J1duo~ me-dals 1n eac~i WE-19ht eras:: 1N11·: .;lsc, bE

The

bv a points system:
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To
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t

I
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on

::,c ;100 ~ s m:<.Y 11J; th

tne mJtu:=,.i cons,:-nt ot th':' s.·:hoc·s· acmtnis.tr3.tor-s. tor·
1ec.gue i:::.chedulec games .. -:i·,ar:,;E t:1c· time, pla.:E: 2.nd·or dc.te •.:i"+ those
game S. Ft:r·ther; scho•:11~ m3.·~. t·,· rnut'Ji:. 1 co:;s.-2nt, cr,a.n9e tht: ::or,d:tions

of a game when !n those e~tra0r~1narv E-m~rgenc1 s1tuat1o~s studen~·s
i1ea.lth and ;a"tet·, t.,Joul1J

::ie-

.11:"ooar-C;::.e-d.

S'!c~pr 6
Irie :,,;-·:r,et,;.:--,,-·,,·e3.S1Jit·c· ~n:1' 1 :-e r·;_: !!"i'itiurs.ed ,.,;. tr, :S.~50 ,-)(! to•· eaci,
c~;endar vear to cove0 ~·me arc energv exoaroed. The leagu'= 1s to
r·e1rnt.u:--:.e sch·Jc·is To:-- 2.r1·, ,?'Y,t:ier11:~s e11::,.:mber,e~ tor !>:2.91.J':' act1 1J1ties.
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a.

Three (3.l te.ams for- two (2: pos1 t1ons:
The president wtll conduct .a tnree (3) v.taY coin fl 1~ and
·decrde the µ·1a;..-·ing site.
1he o:ld man in 1:r1e coin flq:, sets
out and the other ttJJO ( 2) teams ~· l ~J the f I rs t n : gh t .
The
winner goes to the tournament.
The lo~er plays the ~ema1ning team the next night with the VJ1n~1ng team going to
the tour·namen t.

b.

Four ,: 4) teams for three ,: 3) pos It Ions:
The president will flip a coin to eshbl ish t•Jh•ch tea.ms
will play each other an,j will establish the s,tes. o'411
four teams. v,1111 DlaY.
The, two i'.2) winners. v,1111 go to the
toGrnament as nu~ber 3 and 4 (to be determined bY a coin
fl1p.l,
Tr,e losers w11·, pia/ the next night and the ce·1,ner
will go to the ccurnament as the 5th representative.

1

teams for four •:4.> posr t Ions:
11,1 1 1 l
f l I p a co ; n and 11J , i l
plcty·1ng sites.

c.

F1ue

(5)

The pres I den t

est ab! i sh the

A fl tp vJ! 11 be held vJlth one t!::'3.ffi uodd man o,Jt 11 ,
T~iat
teamw11·1 be designa.ted number -::wo (2).
·rhen the +our ,;.l)
11
tea.ms for· three •. 3) position format (as outi1r1eC in "8 }

will

be l.J:.ed to corno!ete

tl--1e

placement.

Section 15 B - Footba11

In the e 1. ;ent tr1er·e are thrl?e :3_; te-am':: tied fer tire ie.:..gue
tt-112 repre::t"n~a:1.t1•,e tc the "State ;J1a,-c1'-i-' v~1l1
bl? de-tt'rmined by *r,e f::1llot.•J1n9 ri.1·ies. and 1.1s~1a~tc,r1:: ,:,f tr-1e

champ1onsh1p,
1<:ansa.s :=:an:

a.

~s earl:-- a:. ~oss;t.le pr·:Di· ~o the p1a.Ye:-i-T_, re-or·ese,..:-::i.t:•..Je·;
ot ea.ch:·+ tne s.ch,::.ls 1r,·.1::i·1,ieo 1_1J1ll dr:iv. : to:-· ti1E- c..::.,~:on
o~

8. or· .: .

i;,

e

t;

J •

a.r·1.::'. S ·,1s C.

!,IJ

!
>.:>.

I

ti;

1 ri

t;,ic-

1

o: :.es

I::

: r· :a:::-:- ::•T

O'..i ~

e.

i.~1nnt'i
ci-10:ise

c+ t~:~ tc:s at tr-1e t1e1~1,..,r:1ng -J't' tJ-.e g.:!.m~ t·J1,
ot-ft'ns.e or we-ren::e. ei.rpj tr11s remains r:r,e sarr,'=

dJr1ng posses;ion.

+.

t-H the coin toss tor t'"ie- -t·r·st 9:1.mf ~he cauta1r: o-r 1:E-arn H
1l ·1 c& ! l, at thi? second 9:;.rr1e the cat:i ta In ot 1eam C ;,.i 1 l 1
cal\ 1 .;.·,o :i.t the- th1r,: game the c.3.pta.1n o.f t.-:;.arn E' -·J· i ':
C 3.1 l ,

i,\!

7

Section 18
The visiting school will provide
contests.

its own to~rnls for ail division a.nd league

Section 19 - Sl,Jt,J "A" Leaoue \)1deo Pol icv
It is the pol ic:.- of the S1. ,WA" League that video taping at a particula.r soortir,g
event must be approued by the s,te manager prior to the event.
-Taping by schooi personnel from the school(s) invoived is automaticall>' appro11ed if the host school has been officially notified.

may

-Taping by ind1 1.J1dual(s)

be granted on a space available ba.~.1s.

contact their school to receive
-lndiv1duaHs) des1r1ng to tape must
at
the gate when enter,ng the
a permit which needs to be oresented
event.
-It ·is the respons1bil1ty of the camera operator to bring al1 necessary

equipment.

It cannot

be assumed that plug-ins or $pec1al locat!ons

1,Jill be available for others than the 0H1c1al

schoo!

representat,,,e,

-Parents must agree to folim.\1 the r·ules and regu1at;on:. on taprng./
fiim1r1g establ i:.hed by t•JIAA and the league.
-The host school 1,Ji1i designate locatron: -i-or camera opera.tor·s.
-E3.c!1

lea.gue =:.cr-1001 will d1·:-p1a:,'

.:1

s19n c:

u1dec, '!;;.p1n1;i pol1c1e:.

Section 20 - Cheerleaders
The Southwest Washing~on ~A· League does not supoort the ~eachtng or cond2ne the
use of stunts that required a.dt.J.:1.nced gymnastic s~:1·11s or- pr·esent pir·am1G
buiiding that 1:. more than one high (one participant standing or sitting on the
shoulders of another·> or· stunt:. 1n l1Jh1ch there 1: exoosure- to bacV. 1n ..1ur/, 1.e .•
bridges, standing or: bacK_s or r·1d1ng are like11-nse discour-aged.

:=iection 1

The S0uttn1Jest l.·Ja.st11ngton "Au League sha.ll oe d11,;1,jeC int,:, t11JO d1 1,11s1ons 1°11th
plaY 11111,ted tc, 1A1ith1n 1:1d1 1J1dua.1 dtv!s1ons liJ1tr1 no rn~.ndatc,r·:, cros:.ouer garr,e:.
The members of eacn d11..11s1c.n ~t:all be those :.ct"ioois 1:Jt"10 comcr· 1 :-e the d1•..11s.1on s
schedules.
Section 2
The baseball

school

schedule shall

tii?

,:.1dooted b:..- tne Aor-11 rneetir,g -fort.he sut,::.eq'Jent

Year.

3ec t I on 3
The star·t1ng times 't,::r

a. s1nr~l>2 9ame 11J1 i 1 be 4:00 p.m.,

2:'.;:0 p.m.

for

:1

doutile

r-,ea.der.
Sect:on 4
1f pla:,,ing fields are un1:ila.:.,:1.t1le,

then

9

the home tearri sr,ouic! call

bv noon.

Section 5
Visiting PEP bands will
home school,

be allowed to participate only at the discretion of the

Section 6
The use of musical instruments including the bass drum for any purpose other
than accompanying the band wi 11 not be tolerated. Other unusual noise makers
are not to be used such as air horns, etc.
Sect I on 7
Officials for J,V, and Varsity basketball games must be registered officials and
cannot be faculty members of the school districts 1n11ol•Jed.
Section 8
The filming or video taping of games shal 1 be arranged WI th the host school.
Neither school shall arant a third party priuileae of makina a movie or u1ew1ng
a film or video tape ;f the game uniess mutually-agreed by ~oth schools.
Section 9
For all league games the J.'J. should start at 6:00 p.m._w1th the uar1sty game at
7:45 p.m.
Emphas~s should be placed on starting tne varsity game on time.
Any deviation should be by arrangement of the two schools involved. A team not
naving a J,V, squad should notify its opponent 1n advance.
Section 10
A chalkboard should be provided in the u1s1tors dressing room.

Section 11
The coach is required to sit on the team bencr, ,,,1th his team and ot,ser•.,e
acceptable behavior as a coach,

9TH GRADE BASKETBALL - BOYS
Section
Members of the Southwest l,Jash1ngton

11

C 11

Squad BasKi:tt,ai I

Ll?ague sr,ce.! 1 bE- those

schools tna.t compris.e the d1•,is,on schedule.

Section 2

The division schedule shal I be adooted by !he Januar; me~t1ng for the subsequent
sct'1ool

year·.

Section 3
The nome team shall wear light colored uniforms -

the <i1s1tors - darV .JerSe>'S,

Sect, on 4
For a11

di1J1s1or, games,

the starting time

b1 agreement of the two school

involved.

is 6:00 o.m.
11

An:, dev1at1on snouid be

C Squad games should be played
1
'

s1multaneouslY 11Jith J.V. ga.me, ur,less mutua.llY agr·eed betc•Jeen tne t1,,o schools.

Section 5
Ofi1cials ior the

11

C" Squad/9th grade games are to be reg,stered officials,

Sect I on 6

-:-he coach will be required to sit on the team benct-1 1.l!1th his team a.nd obser·1.}e
acceptable behavior as a coach.
I I

